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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Bias is everywhere.
Over time, the residue of experience builds associations between concepts, ideas
and social categories. Bias can therefore be defined as an inclination towards or
against something or someone. Biases may influence attitudes and behaviours.
Some biases are explicit, and can be obvious. Others are subtler yet remain conscious, intentional and deliberate.

In contrast, implicit biases are stereotypes that form through experiences and work
outside our awareness. These biases are a part of life. They help us categorize our
experiences and organize our world. Implicit biases can be positive or negative.
They can be useful, but also harmful. Health professionals often develop expertise
through heuristics and biases that facilitate clinical decision making. In other circumstances, implicit biases may protect against workplace violence and promote
safety. For some of our most vulnerable patients, however, the effects of implicit
bias may lead to discriminatory behaviours that have widespread implications.

Research on implicit bias in health care has demonstrated how implicit bias perpetuates disparities and erodes equity. A study by Green et al in 2007 found that
despite explicitly denying a preference for white versus Black patients, doctors
implicitly perceived Black patients as less co-operative regarding medical procedures. Those doctors who demonstrated increased levels of implicit biases were
more likely to treat their white patients over treating Black patients for their heart
attacks1. Similar research has found that implicit biases contribute to racial disparities in pain treatment and adversely influence several patient populations2-9. Underserved groups often experience bias in healthcare settings that results in inequitable treatment10. Such disparities can also exist at the organizational or systemic
level, leading to poor outcomes11.

We also know that implicit biases lead to behaviour that undermines trust. Groups
that experience discrimination experience a profound negative effect which leads to
self-reinforcing cycles of distancing and disconnection between patients and professionals. Individuals who encounter implicit biases can gradually begin to apply
these negative biases towards themselves. Eventually, members of certain marginalized groups might begin to conform to such biases through their behaviour and
interactions4, paradoxically reinforcing existing biases.

The problem of implicit biases is that by definition, implicit biases influence health
professionals without their knowledge. Implicit biases may perpetuate discrimination by health professionals even when they are well educated and consciously
8
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attempt to suppress stereotypes12. Social psychology researchers have suggested
that implicit biases represent a unique type of racism that is inherently complex
and includes ambivalent and nuanced attitudes that are more challenging to address than traditional racism13. Given their unique and complex nature, broad and
multi-layered strategies are required to mitigate the negative impact of bias.

One such strategy involves education. Several authors have described a process of
bias education that involves promoting awareness and fostering behavioural
change14-17. Educational efforts are constrained, however, by research that suggests
that clinical learning environments may not only perpetuate existing biases, but
increase them. For example, the CHANGES study conducted over 4 years across 49
medical schools in the United States found that factors such as hearing negative
comments from faculty about Black patients may predict increases in negative implicit biases18.

Despite growing interest, however, implicit bias recognition and management is an
underdeveloped area of research in health professions education. Until we develop
sound educational strategies to facilitate implicit bias recognition and management,
the promise of equitable and just health care for all remains unfulfilled. This thesis
sets out to explore the process of teaching and learning about implicit bias within
both individuals and clinical learning environments. The work reported in this thesis was conducted in the setting of Canadian healthcare, which affords an opportunity to explore how health professions curricula may address the problem of
health disparities.
From Cultural Competence Training to Critical Consciousness

In the Canadian context, both the health sector19 and health professions education
community have been tasked with reducing health disparities and educating health
professionals about bias20. To address the role of health professionals in perpetuating disparities through cultural or gender related biases, accreditors for undergraduate medical programs in both the United States and Canada include standards
related to cultural competence and bias. The Liaison Committee for Medical Education states, “Medical students must learn to recognize and appropriately address
gender and cultural biases in themselves and others, and in the process of health
care delivery.21” In Canada, the 2019 standards state that faculty must ensure the
curriculum prepares medical students to “recognize and appropriately address
personal biases (cultural, gender, racial, belief) and how these biases influence
clinical decision-making and the care provided to patients.22”

The concept of cultural competence has been adopted as a strategy to address
health disparities and advance equity. While definitions of cultural competence
often vary, mental health researchers originally described the notion of cultural
9
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competence as, “a set of congruent behaviors, attitudes, and policies that come together in a system, agency or amongst professionals and enables that system, agency or those professionals to work effectively in cross-cultural situations.23” Cultural
competence interventions may range from increasing minority recruitment to language-appropriate health education and provider education on cross-cultural issues24,25. Cultural competence training programs seek to improve awareness,
knowledge and skills, leading to changes in behaviour, practice and patientprofessional interactions.

While cultural competence education has gained momentum, academics have expressed concern regarding stereotypic teaching strategies, such as treating minority ethnic groups homogeneously26. Other criticisms include lack of attention to
socioeconomic issues and system level structures27,28. In a seminal critique of cultural competence, Kumagai and Lypson critically analyze cultural competency, proposing that fostering critical consciousness of the self, others and the world within
safe learning environments may facilitate moving beyond cultural competence.
They write, “The development of critical consciousness involves a reflective awareness of the differences in power and privilege and the inequities that are embedded
in social relationships—an act that Freire calls ‘reading the world’ - and a reorientation of perspective towards a commitment to social justice.29”
Fostering Critical Consciousness through Implicit Bias Awareness

Existing educational literature on implicit and explicit biases is primarily related to
clinical decision making and diagnostic errors.30-34 Educational activities related to
implicit biases seek systematic educational strategies to addressing biases in
healthcare, including both promoting awareness of one’s own implicit biases and
enhancing conscious efforts to overcome these biases. Some suggest that conscious
deliberation on complex problems can help overcome initial biases,35 while other
authors have proposed checklists in an effort to eliminate implicit bias from clinical
decisions36. Educational interventions related to implicit bias may include delivering the Implicit Association Test (IAT) as a measure of bias 37 and then utilizing the
IAT as a trigger for self-reflection 17. Additional techniques include enhancing perspective taking and empathy, 38, identifying common identities, and emphasizing
counter-stereotypes 12. Several authors have also suggested that any education
relating to implicit bias should normalize bias and emphasize that the removal of all
bias is impossible 38. Therefore, rather than pursuing the goal of eliminating bias,
literature suggests that interventions that address implicit bias should emphasize
the responsibility for learners to acknowledge the potential negative impact of bias
on patient outcomes and take responsibility to overcome these negative effects.
Much of the research related to implicit bias has been in the field of social psychology, and most of that work assumes a positivist or post-positivist epistemological
10
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position. My decision to explore how implicit bias recognition can be leveraged to
promote critical consciousness represents a social constructivist approach. My
perspective aligns with arguments from Sharma and Kuper who state, “highlighting
the social construction of race is an essential starting point for educators and trainees to tackle racialized health disparities in our clinics and challenge racism in our
classrooms, educational and research institutions, and communities 39.” The work
within this thesis is part of a growing movement within health professions education research to challenge existing paradigms related to health disparities education. Advancing critical consciousness involves appreciation of the hidden acts of
discrimination and prejudice that accumulate over time 40.
Implicit Bias and Mental Illness Stigma

I have chosen to specifically examine implicit bias in the context of mental illness
stigma reduction. Mental illness stigma is defined as negative biases and associated
behaviours towards individuals with mental illness and will also be referred to only
using the word stigma in this thesis. Research in this area has the potential to inform educational interventions to reduce stigma towards other types of patient
populations. Sociology research suggests that any group that deviates from social
norms is prone to labeling and stigmatization, leading to devaluation, mistrust,
further discrimination, and poorer outcomes 41. Interrupting the process and addressing implicit beliefs that influence stigma can therefore improve outcomes.

Implicit bias recognition and management curricula have the potential to be especially effective against mental illness stigma. Evidence shows that uncertainty is
often a trigger for implicit bias 42and that those who wish to be unbiased may be
more anxious in situations where they are afraid of becoming biased 38. Mental
illness is an area where a tremendous amount of uncertainty and complexity exist.
In addition, implicit bias training is designed to move beyond direct confrontation
of bias. This aligns with stigma reduction research, which suggests that mere protest stigma (shaming those who demonstrate stigma) can have adverse effects such
as rebound behaviours that result in increased bias 43-45. For educational interventions that incorporate conscious awareness of implicit bias as an effective strategy,
they must be designed to address a potential “kick-back” effect where individuals
over-compensate and develop counter-biases in response to bias-eradication efforts 46.

Research suggests that despite advances, mental Illness stigma can have disastrous
consequences for patients, families and healthcare organizations 47,48. Fortunately,
stigma reduction research is an emerging field in the literature, with several approaches showing benefit in specifically reducing health worker stigmatization.
Examples include education, and contact with individuals with mental illness.
Workshops and healthcare worker education in stigma reduction has been success11
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ful in several jurisdictions 44, 47, 48. The literature describes several limits to traditional stigma reduction strategies, however. For example, individuals with greater
prejudice are less likely to benefit from education alone 43 and contact-based intervention is better when conducted face-to-face and when the two individuals share a
common goal, are of equal power and engage in rewarding activities 49. Through
understanding how educational efforts to reduce stigma can achieve their potential
without becoming derailed by their limitations, research on implicit bias and stigma
therefore has the potential to generate knowledge to advance equity and reduce
disparities.

Research Questions and Approach
The research I present in this thesis seeks to explore the process of implicit bias
recognition and management in health professions education. Specific research
questions include:
1) How do patients and health professionals perceive implicit bias to influence the healthcare experience?
2) How do healthcare practitioners perceive the influence of an intervention
that promotes awareness of implicit bias?
3) Once implicit biases are brought into conscious awareness, how do individuals and learning environments influence each other over time in dealing with this awareness?

As described in each individual chapter, all studies utilize qualitative research
methods and are informed by constructivist epistemological stance and include
core aspects of constructivist grounded theory methodology. Grounded theory
provides a useful approach to explore the critical questioning of a social process
and how it relates both to individuals and a clinical learning environment. Despite
several schools of grounded theory research, constructivist grounded theory is
particularly useful for the research questions posed above. For Charmaz, “early
grounded theory works stress discovering and analyzing a basic social
process.”(50). Her approach emphasizes action as researchers delve into authentic
representation of the marginalized voices of research participants51.
Eliciting Reflection: the Implicit Association Test

Participant interviews in several studies involved completion of an online version
of the implicit association test (IAT), which serves as a prompt for discussion and
deeper reflection. The IAT is an important aspect of implicit bias-related research
and education. Developed by researchers in the 1990’s, the test is an online metric
of response time that measures implicit associations between certain concepts 37.
12
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The IAT has been researched extensively and found to be insensitive to procedural
variation 37,52 and less susceptible to faking 53. The IAT has also demonstrated solid
internal consistency 54-57, and high test–retest reliability 58.

The experience of taking the IAT involves logging into a web-based platform and
clicking keys in response to visual representation of specific categories. For example, concepts such as “black” and “white” would be associated with “good” and
“bad.” Individual response latency is then calculated and used as a proxy for the
strength of implicit associations between categories. There are multiple versions of
the IAT designed to uncover a range of different implicit biases, however, all operate on the same principles.

Several studies utilized the mental illness version of the IAT which measures associations between the concepts of physical illness and dangerousness versus mental
illness and dangerousness. At the end of the test, participants receive a result that
indicates they either hold no dangerousness bias related to mental or physical illness, or that they hold mild, moderate or strong dangerousness bias. The mental
illness IAT is available online to the public at project implicit
(http://implicit.harvard.edu). To our knowledge these studies are the first to utilize
IAT as a prompt for qualitative research.
Despite its strengths, the IAT is not without criticism. Critics suggest that instead of
reflecting authentic negative attitudes, IAT scores may stem from other associations such as victimization, maltreatment and oppression 59-62. In a paper, Mitchell
and Tetlock suggest, “data fails to support the rhetoric… IAT research has not led to
new practical solutions to discrimination. The implicit prejudice construct should
be subjected to greater theoretical and empirical scrutiny63.”

Despite these critiques, we chose to use the IAT because it served as an elicitation
prompt for our qualitative research methods. We were less interested in the IAT’s
power to change bias, and more fascinated with the potential of the IAT to trigger
reflection and conversation. This perspective is consistent with a social constructivist approach to understanding and exploring how implicit bias awareness influences individuals and clinical learning environments.

Reflexivity
A social constructivist epistemological stance encourages constant reflection on
how knowledge is generated 64. Some authors have argued that practicing reflexivity can foster the deconstruction of stereotypes only when researchers become
more reflexive themselves 65.
13
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As a practicing child and adolescent psychiatrist, and someone with an interest in
global and cross-cultural medicine, I have always been fascinated by the issue of
health disparities and how to address equity through education. I came into an
early career faculty position with a desire to explore and expand beyond traditional
approaches to cultural competency education. While working in an administrative
role to develop and integrate curricula regarding global and public health for undergraduate medical students, I faced relentless clinical demands and found myself
frequently on-call within the context of a specialized paediatric emergency department. I began to witness discriminatory behaviour towards my patients who were
suffering from mental illness that I found disconcerting. I was also struck by how
my colleagues who do not work in mental health, and are all well-intentioned professionals, would perpetuate biases despite their best intentions to provide equitable and professional health care to their patients. I further realized that I too may
unknowingly demonstrate bias towards certain patients and their families, thus
humbling myself to the vulnerability of all health professionals when it comes to
implicit biases.
As my daily clinical experiences began to intersect with my research interests, I
gradually became fascinated with how health professionals may unwittingly perpetuate health disparities. Thus, I chose to explore how implicit bias recognition
and management can be understood and applied through empirical research. I
embarked on the initial project described in chapter three, and it became clear that
the process of becoming consciously aware of one’s biases comprised a unique form
of feedback that merited further exploration.

The chapters that follow were conducted within a large academic health sciences
centre in London, Ontario, Canada. All studies included semi-structured interviews
with practicing physicians and nurses, with some postgraduate residents as well.
Chapter three begins within the context of a paediatric emergency department. The
initial study explored the social process of implicit bias within the specific context
of biases towards patients with mental illness. Each interview began with the mental illness version of the IAT. During the course of this research, I was struck by the
emotional reactions from participants to the process of taking the IAT and receiving
their results. Chapter four shifted towards exploring how paediatric physicians
process and integrate feedback about their implicit biases. In this study we discovered the tensions related to personal and professional identity that are evoked
through bias-related feedback information. Chapters five and six, therefore explore
the intersection between identity and implicit bias recognition. Chapter seven returns to the paediatric emergency context where the research began, to explore
how individuals and learning environments influence one another once hidden
biases have been revealed.
14
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Since the topic of implicit bias is by its very nature related to questioning, analyzing
and reflecting on assumptions that are outside of one’s conscious awareness, critical questioning was an intrinsic part of the research process from the inception of
this work. As a physician and a psychiatrist, I was positioned as an insider within
the local and international context. My initial inquiry was conducted within a clinical environment that I was also an outsider to, pediatric medicine. Throughout the
early phases of my research I reflected frequently on how vacillating between being
an insider and outsider provided a unique perspective to conduct research and
analyze data. I found I could relate to my participants’ responses but was also fascinated by their perspectives, given they saw a variety of patients and not just those
with mental illness. The topic of identity serendipitously became central to several
of the chapters in this thesis. Exploration then shifted to a group of psychiatrists
that were colleagues and often former students. Throughout each study, my coinvestigators remained removed from the research context which facilitated analysis from multiple stances and perspectives. I also intentionally sought input from a
nurse collaborator who could provide an insider perspective related to nursing.

Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 describes a framework for integrating implicit bias recognition and management into health professions education. The framework is derived from current
research and experience, and aims to provide practical tools for curriculum developers.

Chapter 3 explores how patients and health professionals perceive bias to influence their healthcare experience. This study explored bias towards individuals
with mental illness in an acute care environment through use of the IAT as a discussion prompt.
Chapters 4 through 6 focus on the issue of feedback related to implicit bias once
participants complete the IAT. Chapter 4 explored how health professionals process and integrate feedback about their implicit biases. Findings from this work
led to a deeper exploration regarding the potentially threatening nature of IAT
feedback to health professionals’ identity in chapter 5. This study investigated how
mental health professionals perceive the influence of feedback that is potentially threatening to their identity. Chapter 6 reached beyond how individuals process feedback by exploring reciprocal influences between identity and implicit
bias recognition and management.

15
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Chapter 7 broadens from feedback at an individual level by researching how individuals and workplace learning environment influence one another once
awareness of implicit biases are triggered.

16
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Abstract
Existing literature on implicit bias is fragmented and comes from a variety of fields
like cognitive psychology, business ethics, and higher education, but implicit-biasinformed educational approaches have been underexplored in health professions
education and are difficult to evaluate using existing tools. Despite increasing attention to implicit bias recognition and management in health professions education,
many programs struggle to meaningfully integrate these topics into curricula. The
authors propose a six-point actionable framework for integrating implicit bias
recognition and management into health professions education that draws on the
work of previous researchers and includes practical tools to guide curriculum developers. The six key features of this framework are creating a safe and nonthreatening learning context, increasing knowledge about the science of implicit bias,
emphasizing how implicit bias influences behaviors and patient outcomes, increasing self-awareness of existing implicit biases, improving conscious efforts to overcome implicit bias, and enhancing awareness of how implicit bias influences others.
Important considerations for designing implicit-bias-informed curricula—such as
individual and contextual variables, as well as formal and informal cultural influences—are discussed. The authors also outline assessment and evaluation approaches that consider outcomes at individual, organizational, community, and
societal levels. The proposed framework may facilitate future research and exploration regarding the use of implicit bias in health professions education.
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Introduction
Biases, stereotypes, and associations that exist outside conscious awareness may
adversely influence the health of minority, underserved, and stigmatized populations. Unconsciously held biases, also known as implicit biases, may lead to inaccurate or compromised clinical decisions 1–3 and an erosion of trust between health
professionals and patients due to poor interpersonal interactions and biased behaviors.4,5 Implicit bias in health care has been demonstrated in several studies. For
example, among 202 first-year medical students at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, 66% showed an implicit preference toward Caucasians, and 86% demonstrated a preference toward upper-class individuals.6 Among practicing physicians,
another study found that, despite consciously expressing explicit egalitarian goals,
physicians were less likely to recommend thrombolysis to African American patients, as compared with Caucasians with similar symptoms 1. Other work has highlighted that bias adversely impacts women,7 obese individuals,2 fathers,8 patients
with chronic pain,2,9 and patients with chronic fatigue syndrome.10
Not all implicit bias is negative or destructive. In many settings, cognitive heuristics
(including unconscious associations) are encouraged as a form of pattern recognition that is necessary for clinical decision making.11 In other situations, negative
implicit associations may protect against workplace violence and promote safety.12
Further, positive implicit bias may lead to counterproductive outcomes related to
conflicts of interest and professional misconduct.13 Rather than pursuing the goal of
eliminating bias, any intervention that incorporates implicit bias into health professions education should emphasize how health professionals can mitigate the negative influence of bias on patient outcomes. Implicit-bias-informed curricula can,
therefore, offer systematic educational strategies for addressing biases in health
care by both promoting awareness of one’s own implicit biases and enhancing conscious efforts to overcome these biases.

The existing literature on implicit bias is fragmented and comes from a variety of
fields like cognitive psychology, business ethics, and higher education. Implicitbias-informed educational interventions have been underexplored in health professions education and are difficult to evaluate using existing tools. Despite increasing
attention to implicit bias recognition and management in health professions education, many programs struggle to meaningfully integrate these topics into curricula
because of difficulty recruiting faculty champions, perceived lack of relevance, and
pressure to concentrate on medically focused curricular content.14,15 Despite some
promising approaches, implicit bias recognition and management is often included
in the form of brief interventions that are poorly integrated into curricula and lack
cohesive assessment and evaluation strategies.16 Integrating existing research on
educating health professions students on the impact of implicit bias and its rela23
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tionship to patient-centered care into curricula, therefore, requires a cohesive and
unifying framework.

While some authors have proposed such conceptual frameworks in the past,17–20 a
recent surge in interest in implicit-bias-informed education 21 has prompted a renewed call for a practical framework to integrate implicit bias recognition and
management into health professions curricula. Further, attention to evaluation and
assessment strategies that consider outcomes at individual, organizational, community, and societal levels is needed. In this Perspective, we propose a six-point
actionable framework for integrating implicit bias recognition and management
into health professions education that draws on the work of previous researchers
and includes practical tools to guide curriculum developers. We then outline assessment and evaluation approaches to consider outcomes at the level of the individual, organization, community, and society.
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A Six-Point Framework
Our framework includes six key features: creating a safe and nonthreatening learning context, increasing knowledge about the science of implicit bias, emphasizing
how implicit bias influences behaviors and patient outcomes, increasing selfawareness of existing implicit biases, improving conscious efforts to overcome
implicit bias, and enhancing awareness of how implicit bias influences others

Figure 1

Framework to integrate implicit bias recognition and management into health professions curricula, as proposed by the authors. The framework includes six key features: creating a safe and nonthreatening learning context, increasing knowledge
about the science of implicit bias, emphasizing how implicit bias influences behaviors
and patient outcomes, increasing self-awareness of existing implicit biases, improving
conscious efforts to overcome implicit bias, and enhancing awareness of how implicit
bias influences others. Under each key feature are a few examples of elements or
strategies that should be incorporated into each category; for example, another strategy for increasing self-awareness of existing implicit biases is the use of facilitated
discussions on how bias impacts care. Abbreviation: IAT indicates implicit association
test.
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Creating a safe and nonthreatening learning context
Teaching about bias, stereotyping, and privilege can be risky; both learners and
faculty may be challenged to confront attitudes that they may not feel necessary to
address or willing to disclose. Directly challenging both negative and positive biases
can also produce a negative “kick-back” that reinforces counterproductive biases.22
By emphasizing the pervasive qualities of implicit bias, instructors can reinforce
that bias is everywhere and, therefore, guilt regarding individually held biases is a
common human experience. Thus, a key distinction between traditional education
about diversity or cultural competence and implicit-bias-informed curricula is a
proactive shift away from guilt and toward responsibility.22 Several authors emphasize that, when teaching about bias, there should be explicit recognition that the
removal of all bias is impossible.23–25

When designing interventions, educators should also recognize instructor and
learner characteristics that support a climate of safety. Choosing instructors that
are approachable, inclusive, nonthreatening, inspiring, open-minded, encouraging,
and knowledgeable can best facilitate safe and nonjudgmental learning environments.21,26 Since students from a nondominant group are likely to approach discussions about privilege and bias with different personal experiences than students
who belong to traditionally privileged groups, learning environments should proactively avoid reinforcing feelings of resentment or anxiety for learners. Instructors
can promote a nonthreatening learning environment by openly addressing the
discomfort that accompanies discussions about bias and privilege. Most organizations have existing codes of conduct that can be introduced into the intervention to
emphasize the importance of core values, including respect, integrity, and confidentiality. Educators must ensure sufficient time so that learners do not feel rushed
and power balances between teacher and learners, as well as between various
health professions, are acknowledged.
Increasing knowledge about the science of implicit bias

Any intervention that incorporates implicit bias recognition into health professions
education should include content regarding the psychological and neurobiological
components of bias and provide an evidence-based framework for understanding
the cognitive science that underlies implicit biases. Incorporating cognitive psychology and neuroscience into the intervention has the potential to increase relevance for learners, while illustrating that implicit bias is impossible to eradicate
and common to patients, caregivers, and providers. Emphasizing that bias is a result of neurobiological mechanisms that can restrict an individual’s ability to be
open to multiple perspectives 14 helps activate prior knowledge about learners’
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own biases and experiences with others’ biases. Teaching learners about psychological processes that are outside their conscious awareness is also important because health care providers may underestimate the extent to which biases influence
their behaviors.27
Increasing knowledge about the nature of implicit bias should include a demonstration of different types of bias, including both positive and negative biases. Educators should ensure that there is a discussion about the constructive aspects of bias,
clarifying that bias can be adaptive in some circumstances and destructive in others. Illustrating that bias may be a useful tool to promote safety and belonging,
while providing clinically relevant examples of how bias influences patient outcomes, is important and highlights how implicit bias recognition and management
is distinct from traditional approaches to diversity, cultural competence, and stigma
reduction.
Emphasizing how implicit bias influences behaviors and patient outcomes

The influence of implicit bias on patient outcomes is a key component of our
framework. By aligning interventions with existing curricula on health disparities,
instructors can connect discussions about bias with the role of history and both
visible and invisible sociocultural forces that impact health. Citing statistics and
existing research on implicit bias in medical education, as well as discussing the
impact of internalized bias on stereotypes, helps motivate learners to learn how to
address and mitigate their biases. For certain health professions, specific reference
to literature on clinical decision making and cognitive psychology, including certain
types of bias, such as anchoring (relying too heavily on the first piece of information
about a patient) or confirmation bias (the tendency to favor information in a manner that confirms preexisting beliefs), may lay the groundwork for learners to engage with ideas about how biases may adversely affect care.
Increasing self-awareness of existing implicit biases

The implicit association test (IAT) may provide a useful trigger for self-reflection,
discussion, and awareness of one’s own existing biases.28,29 The IAT is a computerbased exercise that asks participants to associate words and pictures to assess automatic associations between concepts by measuring the time and latency of individuals’ responses. For example, the IAT can demonstrate an association between
groups of people (blacks and whites) and stereotypes (good and bad).28 The IAT
has typically demonstrated good internal consistency,30–33 insensitivity to procedural variation,28,34 high test–retest reliability,35 and less susceptibility to faking
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than explicit measures of bias, such as surveys.36 Criticism of the IAT suggests that,
instead of reflecting negative attitudes, IAT scores may stem from associations such
as victimization, maltreatment, and oppression.37–42 Given these critiques, we recommend using the IAT as a prompt for reflection and not as a metric for measuring
implicit bias or evaluating curricula.

Other techniques that may help elicit awareness of existing implicit biases include
facilitated discussions on how bias impacts care and reflection and identity exercises. Techniques that enhance reflective capacity may be useful, and curriculum designers are encouraged to make explicit connections between bias-related curricula
and other curricular content that foster reflective practice. One simple potential
identity exercise could pair up participants to discuss the dominant and nondominant cultures to which they belong. Individual reflection on identity and times that
individual learners felt different or treated inequitably can also increase awareness
of existing biases. There are examples in the health professions literature of potentially useful tools to facilitate reflection, such as the privilege and responsibility
curricular exercise.43
Improving conscious efforts to overcome implicit bias

When learners become aware of their implicit biases, they often ask, “What should I
do about it?”19 Since forming conscious egalitarian goals is simply not enough to
reduce the impact of implicit bias on patient care,44 and research emphasizes the
importance of conscious effort to avoid applying stereotypes,45,46 particular attention to training and tools that help learners understand their thinking, reasoning,
and the influence of bias on their behaviors and decisions is an essential ingredient
for implicit-bias-informed curricula.
Specific techniques for improving conscious efforts to overcome bias come from
social psychology and include metacognitive strategies that facilitate the ability of
learners to think about their thinking.22,47 Some authors have also advocated for
improving self-regulation and self-monitoring.48,49 To this end, encouraging learners to set discrete goals and to reevaluate their success at longitudinal checkpoints
over time facilitates increased monitoring and reflection on biases and attitudes.50
Another technique that holds promise is the role of mindfulness training, which can
improve attention to biased judgments and behaviors.51

Enhancing awareness of how implicit bias influences others
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In contrast to self-awareness, enhancing social perspective taking and empathy for
others is another important component of implicit bias recognition and management.17,44 Explicit attention to the cognitive and affective components of empathy
that unite patients and providers within a shared emotional context protects
against stereotyping and discrimination that is rooted in implicit bias.52,53 More
specifically, reframing patient–provider contact as an interaction between collaborating equals can shift one’s thinking of diverse individuals as outsiders to perceiving them as part of one’s own social groups by emphasizing a shared human identity.54–56
Cultivating empathy through implicit-bias-informed curricula can be achieved
through strategies that enhance social perspective taking and facilitate positive
emotions. Research demonstrates that when nurses were shown pictures of either
white or black patients with expressions of pain and asked how much pain medication they recommended, those who were instructed to imagine how the patient felt
recommended equal analgesic treatment, as compared with those who were told to
use their best judgment, who recommended more pain medication for white patients.57 Techniques for enhancing perspective taking may include role-play, participatory theater, and social contact with matched patients or families with lived
experience. For example, social-contact-based interventions may involve inviting
patients who belong to marginalized groups that have experienced bias in clinical
settings to speak to providers, share their story, and engage in discussion. Social
contact has produced favorable outcomes in reducing implicit bias toward sexual
minorities,58 patients with mental illness,59–61 and females.62

Social-contact-based interventions, however, may have unintended consequences.
Research on mental illness stigma demonstrates that social contact will reduce
stigmatizing attitudes and behaviors only when it is conducted in person and between individuals of equal power.59–61 Creating an authentic learning environment
with an equalized power differential is challenging. Additionally, contact with patients with mental illness can lead to both positive and negative experiences for
health care providers 19,63 and should only be used with careful planning and caution because of the possibility that it may reinforce destructive stereotypes.

Designing Interventions
The first step in implicit-bias-related educational interventions is to determine
whether educators will focus on a specific type of bias, such as gender, race, culture,
etc., or bias in general. Once the focus of the intervention is determined, instructors
should clarify whether they are teaching about bias related to specific or broad
contexts. For example, will the curricula teach about gender bias in relation to car29
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diovascular health, to clinical outcomes in general, or to how it influences organizational issues and health policy? The broader the intervention, the more time and
integration with curricula it will require. Attention to the influence and outcomes of
bias at individual, organizational, community, and societal levels also requires deliberate attention from the early stages of instructional design and throughout the
implementation process.

Educators should consider learners’ stage in their professional trajectory and clinical experience, as well as how oriented they are to implicit bias and its role in
health care, when designing interventions. Considering clinical experience and
context is crucial because expecting learners without clinical experience to engage
with complex clinical scenarios may lead to feedback that the educational intervention lacks relevance. Dynamics related to interprofessional teams should also be
considered because of their potential influence on discussions of privilege and
power. For example, will the intervention target undergraduate preclinical students, clinical clerks, or postgraduate trainees? Are learners undifferentiated, or
have they developed the identity of a specific specialty or subspecialty? Are learners from diverse health disciplines or members of one particular group? Using established methodologies to design curricula and write relevant and measurable
learning objectives will help facilitate these decisions and develop the appropriate
assessment and evaluation strategies.

Previous research emphasizes that the recognition of bias cannot be taught in a
single session.16 Curriculum designers should also consider how they will sustain
implicit bias recognition and management interventions within a learning environment or organization. Cultural and hidden curricular influences that may work
against the intervention must be considered. Learners may internalize and perpetuate patterns of behavior that they are exposed to over time. In the landmark Medical Student Cognitive Habits and Growth Evaluation Study (CHANGES), van Ryn and
colleagues 63 found that, despite their efforts to reduce implicit race bias, hearing
negative comments about black patients from physicians and residents worsened
implicit racial biases over the course of undergraduate medical education.

Evaluation and Assessment Strategies
While traditional program evaluation and learner assessment strategies using a
knowledge, skills, and attitudes framework are a good start,64 a purely outcomesdriven approach to program evaluation may be too narrow to capture the complexity related to implicit-bias-informed curricula.65 Evaluation of these curricula requires the broadening of existing frameworks to consider the influence of biasrelated strategies on the individual, their organization, the community, and society
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at large. We recommend an evaluation approach that generates useful information
to guide the adaptation of implicit-bias-informed curricula to rapidly evolving social and cultural contexts.66

We encourage curriculum designers to start with a logic model and establish their
desired outcomes at organizational and societal levels. Is your curriculum designed
to improve learner attitudes while promoting cultural change, diversity, and inclusion? Do you aim to improve health care quality and patient experience? Is there an
overall equity-related goal in mind? Addressing these questions is of paramount
importance when determining evaluation metrics. Organizational tools pertaining
to achieving accreditation benchmarks related to diversity, inclusion, and cultural
competence, such as those published by the Association of American Medical Colleges,13,67 may be useful in some circumstances, while population-based data might
be useful in others. Patient-related outcomes, such as satisfaction surveys, may
provide meaningful data to gauge the impact of curricula on real-world outcomes.18 Evaluation strategies must also consider that desired outcomes may take
time. Therefore, longitudinal approaches and both quantitative and qualitative
methods should be considered.

Learner-related outcomes are an essential component of any program evaluation.
For these kinds of outcomes, we propose mapping assessment strategies to the
points on our framework (Figure 2). For example, increasing knowledge about the
science of implicit bias and emphasizing how implicit bias influences behaviors and
patient outcomes can be assessed through pre and post knowledge tests.68 Improving conscious efforts to overcome implicit bias can be assessed through modified
observed clinical evaluation methods, such as mini-clinical evaluation exercises and
objective structured clinical examinations.69,70 Increasing self-awareness of existing
implicit biases and enhancing awareness of how implicit bias influences others can
be assessed through portfolios and multisource feedback, respectively. Portfolios
are learner-compiled dossiers that include content such as work completed, reflection exercises, feedback received, and plans for improving competence.71,72 Portfolios may facilitate the assessment of reflective skills if there is adequate structure,
coaching, and direction.73
There seems to be an emerging consensus that no single method of assessment or
evaluation will be sufficient.74 Nonetheless, considering how evaluating and assessing implicit-bias-informed curricula relates to emerging models for assessing
professional competence of learners merits further reflection, research, and exploration.
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Figure 2

Figure 2. Example strategies to assess learner-related outcomes, mapped onto features of the authors' proposed framework. The use of these assessment strategies is
potentially useful for evaluating implicit-bias-informed curricula for learners.

Conclusion
We believe that implicit bias recognition and management can be effectively integrated into health professions education by considering our six-point actionable
framework. We suggest that educational interventions that are delivered in safe
and nonthreatening environments and foster perspective taking and empathy
through social contact are important. Interventions should also teach learners what
implicit bias is, demonstrate how it influences clinical decisions and patient outcomes, increase awareness of existing implicit biases in learners, and enhance conscious efforts to overcome the adverse impact of implicit bias. Interventions should
consider power dynamics between teachers, learners, and patients and consider
the sociocultural context in which such dynamics are played out. Lastly, evaluation
and assessment strategies should consider outcomes at the levels of the individual,
organization, community, and society. Our proposed framework may facilitate future research and exploration regarding the use of implicit bias in health professions education.
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Abstract
Introduction: Stigmatizing attitudes and behaviours towards patients with mental
illness have negative consequences on their health. Despite research regarding
educational and social contact-based interventions to reduce stigma, there are limitations to the success of these interventions for individuals with deeply held stigmatizing beliefs. Our study sought to better understand the process of implicit mental illness stigma in the setting of a paediatric emergency department to inform the
design of future educational interventions.
Methods: We conducted a qualitative exploration of mental illness stigma with
interviews including physician, nurse, service user, caregiver and administrative
staff participants (n = 24). We utilized the implicit association test as a discussion
prompt to explore stigma outside of conscious awareness. We conducted our study
utilizing constructivist grounded theory methodology, including purposeful theoretical sampling and constant comparative analysis.
Results: Our study found that the confluence of socio-cultural, cognitive and emotional forces results in labelling of patients with mental illness as time-consuming,
unpredictable and/or unfixable. These labels lead to unintentional avoidance behaviours from staff which are perceived as prejudicial and discriminatory by patients and caregivers. Participants emphasized education as the most useful intervention to reduce stigma, suggesting that educational interventions should focus on
patient-provider relationships to foster humanizing labels for individuals with
mental illness and by promoting provider empathy and engagement.
Discussion: Our results suggest that educational interventions that target negative
attributions, consider socio-cultural contexts and facilitate positive emotions in
healthcare providers may be useful. Our findings may inform further research and
interventions to reduce stereotypes towards marginalized groups in healthcare
settings.
What this paper adds: In a healthcare setting, mental illness stigma results from
labelling patients with mental illness as time-consuming, unpredictable or unfixable. Perceived lack of self-efficacy in healthcare providers further perpetuates stigmatizing attributions. Educational interventions to reduce stigma may be more
effective if they focus on patient-provider relationships and foster humanizing labels while increasing empathy skills. Work with individual providers is not enough
to reduce stigma without considering socio-cultural influences.
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Introduction
Despite increasing attention and levels of public acceptance about the underlying
cause of mental illness, mental illness stigma (negative attitudes and behaviours
towards individuals with mental illness) continue to adversely impact patients and
families1–4. A recent review found that stigma decreases help-seeking behaviours
among individuals with mental illness(es) 5. Stigma has been associated with a low
quality of life and well-being 6, 7, persistent stress 8, interference with recovery 9,
lower treatment adherence 10, shortened life span 11 and suicide 12. Stigma also
adversely impacts family relationships and contributes to caregiver fatigue 13.
Explanatory frameworks for stigma vary, ranging from individual cognitive
models to motivational and structural models. 14, 15. In particular, the work of Scheff
and Goffman in the 1960s proposed modified labelling theory, emphasizing that
stigma is an individual process enacted through social interactions 16–20. Further
scholars have refined Goffman and Scheff’s original work, describing stigma as resulting from converging forces including labelling of difference, linking of labels to
undesirable characteristics, placement of labelled persons in distinct categories to
accomplish separation and, lastly, the experience of discrimination that leads to
unequal outcomes 17, 18.
Global efforts to reduce mental health stigma have been implemented by
governments in most Western countries including the European Union, Australia,
the USA and Canada 16. Current models for stigma reduction include education and
social contact. Education plays a role in reducing stigma by increasing knowledge
about mental health and fostering counter-stereotypes about individuals with mental illness 21. The success of stigma reduction interventions is typically measured by
psychometrically validated scales at the individual level and through conceptual
domains such as behaviour, penetration, psychological perspective, and knowledge
at organizational and population levels 21. While the public believes that stigmareduction efforts have produced decreased stigma, research suggests that stigmatization of mental illness has shown a corresponding increase, which is perpetuated
by associations between mental illness and dangerousness 22.
Existing research on stigma reduction education reveals several constraints on the power of current approaches to effect meaningful change. Educational interventions that provide information to dispel stereotypes regarding mental illness are considerably less effective for individuals who exhibit greater prejudice 14. In contrast, social contact-based interventions that promote interpersonal
contact with patients with mental illness are more effective than education alone
23, 24. Social contact-based interventions have limited effect unless the contact is in
person 25, the interactions are rewarding and enriching 16, and the individuals encountering each other are of equal power 26, 27, and pursue rewarding activities 28
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towards a common goal 29. Creating authentic learning environments that equalize
the power differential between patients and healthcare providers is challenging. In
most healthcare settings, patients and providers are rarely matched to each other,
and when patients suffering from mental illness present in emergency or acute-care
settings, there can be conflicting agendas and goals.
The success and sustainability of educational and contact-based interventions in healthcare organizations are therefore limited. Contact with patients with
mental illness can lead to both positive and negative experiences for healthcare
providers. If their experience reinforces their negative stereotype that patients with
mental illness are dangerous, they may potentially further stereotype all patients
with mental illness. Additionally, many interventions fail because they occur in
organizational or sociocultural contexts that do not adequately address sociocultural or societal influences 21. A recent review of stigma reduction interventions
in healthcare students and professionals found that education and contact-based
interventions are often difficult to sustain, which raises questions as to whether
cost of implementation may outweigh benefits 30.
We sought to address these limitations by considering deeper levels of
stigma that may exist outside of conscious awareness. Implicit attitudes towards
mental illness are gaining increasing recognition in the literature 31–35. Since explicit
attitudes and behaviour are often poorly assessed 36, 37, implicit measures such as
the implicit association test (IAT) may play a role in future stigma reduction efforts.
The IAT is an online tool that serves to bring an individual’s implicit attitudes regarding mental illness into their conscious awareness. The test pairs concepts with
groups utilizing reaction time as primary outcome. Shorter latencies indicate
stronger implicit associations. For example, the IAT measures associations between
‘dangerousness’ and either ‘mental illness’ or ‘physical illness’ 38.
Given the constraints of existing educational and contact-based interventions, our study sought to explore the social process of stigma including how stigmatizing attitudes and behaviours influence the healthcare experience. By exploring implicit stigma in a specific and targeted setting (paediatric emergency department) with diverse participant groups, we endeavoured to develop a deeper understanding of mental illness stigma to inform future educational interventions and
reduce the adverse impact of stigma on patient outcomes.

Methods
We utilized a constructivist grounded theory approach to explore the process of
stigmatizing attitudes and behaviours in an emergency setting. Constructivist
grounded theory is well suited to explore a social process that is not currently explained by a well-established theoretical construct 39.
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Patients and families who utilize emergency department mental health
services often report that stigma adversely impacts their experience 40, 41. We chose
the paediatric emergency department of an accredited Canadian academic health
science centre to understand the process of stigma in a discrete environment that
was representative of the gateway to acute-level healthcare. The principal investigator (JS) also maintains insider status as a child and adolescent psychiatrist and
the research question emanated from observations during clinical activity regarding differential treatment of patients with mental illness and physical illness in this
specific environment. A paediatric setting provided an opportunity to study the
complex interplay between patients, caregivers and providers and was an ideal
setting due to insider status, size, and scope of the clinical environment. Approval
was obtained from the Western University Research Ethics Board (105881) to conduct the study.
Consistent with grounded theory principles, we used a purposeful, theoretical sampling approach. Our initial recruitment and interviews focused on patients
and caregiver participants, addressing critiques of stigma research being uninformed by the lived experiences of patients and caregivers 42, 43. We then invited
multiple stakeholders including administrative staff, nurses and physicians through
recruitment notices posted internally and through electronic means. Participants
were asked to participate in 60-minute semi-structured interviews to explore stigma in a hospital setting. Analysis of our early interviews with patients and caregivers revealed the importance of clerical registration staff as part of the experience of
stigma in a hospital setting. Therefore, we expanded our sample to include emergency department registration clerks.
Since our study was designed to move beyond existing stigma reduction
paradigms and consider implicit attitudes about mental illness, we utilized a novel
qualitative methodology that incorporated the mental illness IAT as an interview
prompt. The use of specific triggers is a commonly used technique in grounded
theory methodology to facilitate deeper discussion. Each interview began by reviewing a letter of information describing the nature of the IAT and that participation was voluntary. To promote safe disclosure, participants were advised that their
IAT results would remain confidential and interviewers were prepared to debrief
any potential emotional reactions regarding IAT results. In all interviews, participants were asked about the experience of taking the IAT and whether they felt that
implicit associations played a role in mental illness stigma. In this study, the IAT
was used as a prompt to trigger a richer interview about the process and experience of stigma and IAT results were not a part of the analysis. A separate study
focused on participant responses to the IAT.
The team was composed of the principal investigator (JS), a child and adolescent psychiatrist, faculty member and PhD candidate in health professions education, as well as a paediatric emergency clinical leader (RL), research staff (KM), a
clinical social worker (AC), and two registered nurse educators (AM and CS). Coinvestigators also included CW who has expertise in health professions education
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research and qualitative research methods. Team members JS, KM, AM and CS conducted 24 individual semi-structured interviews from June to December 2015. To
minimize power differential, a physician (JS) conducted the physician interviews,
research staff (KM) conducted patient/caregiver interviews and nursing staff (AM
and CS) conducted nursing and administrative staff interviews. Interviews followed
a discussion guide developed from the initial literature review which included
broad and open-ended questions exploring definitions of stigma, effects and possible interventions. The discussion guide was adapted iteratively as the study proceeded in accordance with a constructivist grounded theory approach 39.
Initial analysis was conducted by a team consisting of JS, KM, AM, and CS,
beginning with line-by-line coding and utilizing constant comparative analysis to
develop focused codes and working towards major themes. Key themes were
shared with the entire team as analysis shifted to axial coding and the development
of an explanatory theory that accounted for possible relationships between themes.
Data collection continued until authors felt that sufficient data had been collected to
enable a coherent and logical conceptual understanding of the process under study
44. Findings were shared with a representative sample of participants via email to
achieve triangulation. Participants from each group described general agreement
with the synthesis of the results.
A total of 24 interviews were conducted across the various stakeholder
groups. Four interviews were with service users (SU), 6 with caregivers (CG), 2
with clerical staff (CS), 2 with administrative staff (AS), 5 with physicians (MD) and
5 with nursing staff (RN). Participants were assigned a number based on the stakeholder group to which they belonged.

Results
Broadly, most participants defined stigma as negative attitudes towards patients
with mental illness and the behaviours that result from those attitudes. When asked
to describe a situation that included stigma, participants described situations that
fit with general definitions without contextual nuances specific to the emergency
department. We found that key sociocultural and organizational influences on
stigma – including media, history and a lack of mental health resources – contributed to fear and helplessness in providers. Patients with mental illness were labelled
as time-consuming, dangerous, unpredictable and unfixable which led to avoidance
behaviours. A perceived lack of self-efficacy in providers perpetuated frustration
and helplessness, and further contributed to stigmatizing labels. Participants endorsed education as a key element of stigma reduction and focused on interventions at the patient-provider level.
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Sociocultural and organizational influences on stigma
Stigma was a consequence of complex forces that interact with each other at the
sociocultural, organizational and individual levels. On a systemic level, participants
described the impact of media and history as well as factors unique to mental
health services including a lack of adequate funding and fragmentation of existing
services. Notably, both patients and providers mentioned a lack of resources for
mental health as contributing to stigma. Providers were more likely than other
participants to draw a direct connection between lack of resources in the community and patients presenting to the emergency department seeking care which they
did not feel equipped to provide.
In healthcare field, and particularly working in emergency you like to help
people. For the most part, there is a deficiency or a lack of any useful resources to help people. Emergency people don’t like dealing with entities they
can’t help. (MD2)
All participants acknowledged that stigma is worse in emergency settings.
They recognized the emergency department as a physically and psychologically
stigmatizing environment. The experience of seeking help and support, yet waiting
for several hours without provider contact, was described as increasing frustration
and worsening stigma.
… We really do them an injustice in the emergency department because they
get absolutely no treatment, they just sit there and wait and wait for hours
and hours for psychiatry to come see them only to wait hours for a bed. (RN5)

Even more broadly across every group of participants, fear was a predominant influence on the process of stigma. Individuals suffering with mental illness
were afraid to disclose their illness and were prepared to be stereotyped. Similarly,
staff mentioned their own fear and how it impacted their practice. One nurse described
… an overriding fear … that somehow someone with a mental illness is going
to negatively affect our lives. (RN4).
Participants suggested that stigma in an emergency context was perpetuated by compassion fatigue. Emergency physicians and nurses described facing a high
clinical burden in their clinical setting, leading to fatigue and burnout. The impact
was a sense of frustration and helplessness that sometimes resulted in reluctance
to engage with individuals with mental illness, as one physician noted:
There’s a lot of emotional currency and cost in the interaction that may colour our willingness to go in. I think it can delay care and lead to negative
talking about the patient even without having seen the patient. (MD3)
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Stigma at the individual level
Although participant groups agreed on many themes, there was one striking difference: what physicians and nurses described as labelling, patients and caregivers
perceived as judgment. Judgment was perceived to be a negative process that could
internalize self-stigma including blame.
Stigma is when somebody is judged for what they might look like or the way
they act without the person understanding. It’s ignorance as far as I’m concerned. It’s not taking the time to sit back and say, you know, there is something wrong with that person (CG6)

Many participants, particularly physicians and nurses, reflected that they
associated patients with mental illnesses in the emergency setting with being unfixable. Additionally, some participants – particularly physicians – associated patients with mental illness as time-consuming, which was especially challenging in
the efficiency-driven emergency department environment. The frustration caused
by these labels appeared to increase stigma.
A broken arm – I can fix it … With mental illness, there’s no sense of satisfaction whatsoever, because you emerge feeling despondent and like you’re despairing the family because we have nothing good to offer them. (MD4)
Reducing stigma through educational interventions

Participants agreed that a lack of education through health professions training
contributed to stigma and shared that educating providers could reduce stigma by
emphasizing humanism and teaching core empathy and communication skills. Several participants suggested that educational interventions that humanized mental
health patients were more likely to succeed. They recognized that stigma was both
a result of dehumanization and a contributor, and proposed that interventions fostering open dialogue and increasing empathy and compassion were important.
Healthcare providers stressed the need to ‘treat every patient with respect’ and to
avoid being ‘clouded by past negative experiences’ (MD3). And caregivers and service users reminded us that individuals with mental health problems ‘are humans
too’ (SU5), and commented that physicians and nurses should approach them with
compassion, and should ask ‘how can I communicate with this person more effectively in a kind and quiet manner?’ (CG2).
Participants identified a number of features they felt would enhance educational interventions: intervening early, increasing awareness of mental health
presentations, promoting understanding of behaviours that result from mental
illness, and being inclusive of all types of providers and staff. While participants
recognized the impact of system issues such as lack of resources, inadequate funding, and fragmentation of services on stigma, they tended to perceive these factors
as outside their sphere of influence; thus, their suggested educational interventions
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tended not to address these contextual forces. Instead, they focused on the patientprovider relationship, perhaps because they felt that was an area where they had
the power to effect useful change.

Figure 1

The confluence of socio-cultural forces and fear, frustration and helplessness lead to
stigmatizing labels being attached to patients with mental illness and further avoidance behaviours which perpetuate frustration and helplessness. Possible solutions
include re-framing patient-provider interactions towards humanizing labels, emphasizing compassion, empathy and openness. Fostering engagement may enhance provider self-efficacy
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Discussion
Our findings suggest that stigma in a paediatric emergency department results from
a dynamic interaction between individual and sociocultural factors. A lack of system resources contributes to presentations of what are often complex, chronic
problems to an acute-care, emergency setting that is perceived as unhelpful. Health
providers experience frustration with recurring presentations, labelling patients
with mental illness as time-consuming, unpredictable or unfixable. These labels
result in avoidance behaviours which perpetuate fear, frustration and helplessness.
How can we mitigate the effects of stigma and break this cycle? Educational interventions that bolster provider empathy and awareness of mental health may foster
more alternative, humanizing labels and promote engagement instead of avoidance.
We caution, however, that education of individual providers is not enough to reduce stigma; system, organization, and culture also demand attention. The model
derived from this work (Fig. 1) illustrates the process of stigma as well as possible
interventions.
Labelling theory revisited: social context and relational power dynamics

Modified labelling theory emphasizes how labelling difference perpetuates discrimination and adversely impacts equitable and compassionate care for individuals
with mental illness 17, 18. Our results suggest that providers’ emotions and poor selfefficacy may perpetuate stigmatizing labels, and worsen distancing behaviours.
Given this insight, we speculate that educational interventions that correct attributions and promote compassionate engagement may reduce stigma.
A focus on the patient-provider relationship resonates with labelling theory, which suggests that stigma is the result of a social process that involves a differential power dynamic between patient and provider 45, 46. For example, in an emergency department a patient with mental illness who perceives prejudice from a
provider may act more defensively, resulting in strained social interactions that
perpetuate the process of stigma 47. Existing literature reflects that labelling patients as ‘difficult’ may promote the process of social control for nurses who seek
the prevention or resolution of deviance 48. An emerging model proposed by Major
and O’Brien 49 suggests that stigma is relationship and context specific and resides
within a specific social context, rather than within individuals. Our findings shed
light on the stigma-related behaviours of providers in the unique social context of
an emergency department, where frustration is associated with a mismatch between a culture that emphasizes rapid symptom alleviation and a patient population that requires an inherently different approach.
Understanding the relationship between labels and context fits well with
explanatory models that emphasize how stigma may play a role in protecting threat
to psychological self by rationalizing negative group-based attitudes and discrimi48
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nation 50, 51. Using this model, patients with mental illness may be perceived as a
threat against a culture that emphasizes time-limited medical interventions with
immediate resolution. Therefore, emergency providers may be threatened by a
large volume of patients that challenge their self-efficacy 52. Existing research on
attitudes towards mental health patients in emergency department highlights this
issue, describing an environment that is not conducive to good mental health care
53. Set in the context of a clinical environment where there are intrinsic and extrinsic incentives based on rapid response time and tangible outcomes 54–57, our findings suggest that this process may perpetuate further avoidance, rejection, frustration and stigmatization.
Educational interventions should enhance self-efficacy and focus on patientprovider relationships

Existing research emphasizes that educational interventions that equalize power
dynamics and address patients’ experiences of discrimination and prejudice may
reduce stigma 58, 59. Our findings add that provider self-efficacy may also be a useful
target of educational interventions; deliberate efforts at perspective-taking and
engagement, for example, may enable providers to more effectively mitigate the
power differential that feeds stigma. Educational interventions that emphasize selfawareness and social perspective-taking may also limit unintentional avoidance
behaviours. In short, interventions rooted in empathy may counter stigma. That
healthcare providers, caregivers, and service users perceive that the relational aspects of care fall within their influence suggests that meaningful change in this
realm is possible.
Education is not enough to reduce stigma

Ultimately, any approach to reduce stigma must be multi-faceted and multi-level 18.
Our findings emphasize that educational interventions targeted at the individual
level without considering the culture in which they are implemented are destined
to fail. Any educational interventions in a healthcare environment should also consider the extrinsic incentives that reward briefer provider-patient interactions and
perpetuate stigmatizing labels. Our results underscore the importance of realigning
incentives, rewards and extrinsic motivators to promote the success of interventions that are designed to facilitate behavioural change.
Finally, our results draw attention to the continuing gap in training
healthcare providers to be adept in managing and improving health systems. Despite our participants’ recognition of the social and organizational dimensions of
stigma, they expressed an unsettling sense of helplessness to effect system-level
change.
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Strengths and limitations
This study was designed as an exploratory study and sampled diverse groups of
participants. Our limitations included the difficulty of capturing stigmatizing experiences for culturally and linguistically complex patients and families, as well as
patients with communication difficulties. To address seasonal variation in paediatric mental health presentations, we attempted to sample across a prolonged timespan; however, our staff interviews took place in the fall-winter which includes the
busier months of the year. While we attempted to address reflexivity by constructing a diverse team, our research team did not include patients and caregivers and
therefore another potential limitation is the lack of patient/caregiver input into
study design and results.
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Abstract
Purpose: Implicit bias can adversely affect health disparities. The implicit association test (IAT) is a prompt to stimulate reflection; however, feedback about bias
may trigger emotions that reduce the effectiveness of feedback interventions. Exploring how individuals process feedback about implicit bias may inform bias
recognition and management curricula. The authors sought to explore how health
professionals perceive the influence of the experience of taking the IAT and receiving their results.
Method: Using constructivist grounded theory methodology, the authors conducted semistructured interviews with 21 pediatric physicians and nurses at the Schulich School of Medicine and Dentistry, Western University, Ontario, Canada, from
September 2015 to November 2016 after they completed the mental illness IAT and
received their result. Data were analyzed using constant comparative procedures to
work toward axial coding and development of an explanatory theory.
Results: When provided feedback about their implicit attitudes, participants described tensions between acceptance and justification, and between how IAT results relate to idealized and actual personal and professional identity. Participants
acknowledged desire for change while accepting that change is difficult. Most participants described the experience of taking the IAT and receiving their result as
positive, neutral, or interesting.

Conclusions: These findings contribute to emerging understandings of the relationship between emotions and feedback and may offer potential mediators to reconcile feedback that reveals discrepancies between an individual’s actual and idealized identities. These results suggest that reflection informed by tensions between
actual and aspirational aspects of professional identity may hold potential for implicit bias recognition and management curricula.
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Introduction
Implicit bias among health professionals may have adverse implications for the
health of minority, underserved, and stigmatized populations. For example, implicitly held attitudes about certain groups can result in biased clinical decisions,1–3
erosion of trust due to poor interpersonal interactions, and biased behaviors that
are perceived as discriminatory or prejudicial by patients and caregivers.4–6 In response to growing recognition that implicit attitudes influence behavior despite
consciously formed goals, a nascent literature is emerging on strategies for implicit
bias recognition and management in health professions education. Bias management strategies may involve enhancing internal motivation, confidence, and emotional regulation.7,8 Additional authors suggest mitigating the influence of bias
through improving perspective taking and empathy,7 identifying common group
identities, promoting counterstereotypes,9 and recognizing that the removal of all
bias is impossible.10
Before implicit bias can be effectively managed, however, it must be made visible. Among the tools that can facilitate implicit bias recognition, the implicit association test (IAT) is an instrument that measures response time and can be completed online by individuals to measure their degree of implicit bias regarding a
specific group or concept. Van Ryn and colleagues 11 found that completing an IAT
with feedback was a significant predictor of decreases in implicit bias. Other research has suggested that feedback through the IAT can facilitate an individual’s
awareness of their implicit attitudes.12–15 While the IAT is useful for revealing deeper biases that shape behavior outside of conscious awareness, there may be immediate defensive responses associated with bringing implicit bias into awareness.16
Several authors have described how confronting individuals with evidence
that they are biased can incite a defensive response.17–19 For example, when individuals are provided with feedback about their implicit bias, participants respond
by denigrating measures of implicit bias 20,21 or avoiding feedback altogether.20
Using such strategies serves to maintain consciously formed egalitarian beliefs
despite contrary factual evidence.19,22 Because these defenses can adversely affect
internalization of feedback,20,23,24 more research is needed in this area. For example,
if an individual is given feedback that demonstrates they hold negative bias toward
a marginalized group, this may not align with their self-perception and consciously
held beliefs. Because of this knowledge, learners may experience an emotional reaction that strongly influences subsequent efforts to leverage the IAT to foster future
change. This resonates with research on feedback in health professions education,
which highlights that when encountering negative feedback that is incongruent
with self-perceptions of performance, physicians often disagree, experience negative emotional reactions, and have difficulty assimilating this information.25–27 In a
series of studies, Sargeant and colleagues 28 found that physicians who encountered
such feedback experienced intense and long-lasting emotions, stimulating a call for
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facilitated reflection to reconcile challenging feedback.28–30 A central challenge related to feedback relates to the dilemma that those who need feedback the most
may be the least receptive to it and find it the least useful.31 This issue is further
compounded by the immense complexity and contextual variation related to feedback and self-assessment.
Unless we develop a sound understanding of how individuals process and integrate their IAT results, we cannot fully appreciate the potential of the IAT and its
role in fostering bias management and personal and professional development in
health professions education. We set out to study how health professionals perceive the experience of completing the IAT and receiving their results, as a prelude
to better understanding the affordances and challenges of this novel educational
approach.

Method
We used constructivist grounded theory methodology to explore the influence of
promoting conscious awareness of implicit bias on health care professionals using
interviews. Constructivism assumes that researchers and participants construct the
realities in which they participate, and grounded theory is a method to learn about
the worlds under study and develop theories to understand them. Constructivist
grounded theory is well suited to explore a social process that is not currently explained by a well-established theoretical construct.32
We defined implicit bias as associations toward a specific social grouping
that are outside of an individual’s conscious awareness.33 More specifically, our
study explored implicit dangerousness bias toward individuals with mental illness.
To our knowledge, existing studies relating to implicit bias recognition and management have not explored implicit bias related to mental illness. We chose implicit
dangerousness bias toward individuals with mental illness bias for our research,
anticipating that implicit dangerousness bias might be a commonly arising issue
that could adversely influence trusting relationships and clinical decisions.
The mental illness IAT is an online measure of response time that measures
implicit associations between the concepts of physical illness and dangerousness
versus mental illness and dangerousness.33 At the end of the test, participants receive a result that indicates they either hold no dangerousness bias related to mental or physical illness, or that they hold mild, moderate, or strong dangerousness
bias. The mental illness IAT is available online to the public at Project Implicit
(https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/user/pimh/index.jsp).
The IAT measures response time and latency and has typically demonstrated good internal consistency,34–37 insensitivity to procedural variation,33,38 high
test–retest reliability,39 and significantly less susceptibility to faking compared with
explicit measures such as surveys.40 Criticism of the IAT suggests that instead of
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reflecting authentic negative attitudes, IAT scores may stem from other associations such as victimization, maltreatment, and oppression.41–45
We invited pediatric physician and nurse participants at the Schulich
School of Medicine and Dentistry, Western University, through recruitment notices
posted internally and through electronic means to participate in 60 minute, semistructured, one-on-one interviews. Participants were informed that they would be
part of a study exploring implicit bias and mental illness. We obtained approval
from the Western University Research Ethics Board to conduct the study. Team
member composition included the principal investigator (J.S.), a child and adolescent psychiatrist, faculty member, and PhD candidate in health professions education; as well as nursing staff (A.M.); and three experts in health professions education (C.W., L.L., and P.T.).
We initially chose the pediatric emergency department of an accredited
Canadian academic health science center to explore health professional responses
to feedback from the mental illness IAT. An emergency department is a useful setting to explore feedback about implicit bias due to the fast-paced nature of emergency practice. There is often considerable pressure on providers to make highstakes clinical decisions within limited time,46,47 and therefore the potential influence of implicit bias on patient–provider relationships and clinical decisions is
more overt in this specific type of acute health care context.48–52 A pediatric setting
provided a sample with an appropriate size and scope to conduct the study and
begin the process of purposeful theoretical sampling while remaining open to recruiting additional participants.
During the first few interviews, participants were asked open-ended questions about the experience of taking the IAT, whether their results were expected/unexpected, and about the relationship between attitudes toward mental
illness and implicit bias. We deliberately informed participants that they were not
required to share their IAT results with us. This decision was motivated by the
desire to foster a nonjudgmental interview and facilitate open discussion. We emphasized that we were interested in participants’ interpretation of and reaction to
their result, rather than the result itself.
In our analysis of the first interviews, however, we found a striking range
of emotional reactions to the test itself, which we decided required further elaboration. In keeping with a purposeful theoretical sampling strategy, we expanded our
recruitment and altered our interview approach to elaborate perspectives on the
IAT experience more fully. We broadened our sample to include physicians and
nurses who worked outside of the emergency department but still worked in pediatric inpatient and outpatient settings. We chose to expand beyond an emergency
setting to consider responses in different clinical contexts with less acuity, but remained restricted to pediatric providers to continue our exploration within a similar social grouping of health professionals.
Interviews were conducted from September 2015 to November 2016 and
followed a discussion guide developed from an initial literature review. The discus61
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sion guide was adapted iteratively as the study proceeded in accordance with a
constructivist grounded theory approach (the final version is available in Supplemental Digital Appendix 1 at http://links.lww.com/ACADMED/A504).32 We initially explored participants’ understanding of their implicit attitudes about mental
illness and responses to the IAT results. Our next interviews expanded to explore
more about emotions and cognition both during the administration of the test and
the presentation of the result. Discussion expanded to include questions relating to
perspective change and whether changing implicit attitudes and associated behaviors was possible and how to achieve it. Each participant was assigned a number
based on which stakeholder group they belong to.
Once transcribed, coding and analysis was conducted by a team consisting
of J.S. and A.M., beginning with line-by-line coding by J.S. and using constant comparative analysis to develop focused codes and working toward major themes. Key
themes were shared with the entire team as analysis shifted to relating codes and
categories to one another and the development of an explanatory theory that accounted for possible relationships between themes. Data collection continued until
the authors felt that sufficient data had been collected to enable a coherent and
logical conceptual understanding of the process under study.53 A synthesis of results was shared in writing with a representative group of participants to ensure
that the results were consistent with the research questions and their experience
and perspectives.

Results
To achieve adequate elaboration of the core thematic patterns we identified, we
completed a total of 21 interviews with 10 nurse and 11 physician participants.
Four of 21 participants (19%) were male, and 17/21 participants (81%) were female. Although they were not required to reveal their IAT results, 15/21 (71%)
participants shared that their result demonstrated implicit dangerousness bias
toward mental illness. Six of 11 physician participants and 2/10 nurse participants
classified their results as being what they expected, while 4/11 physicians and
7/10 nurses classified their results as being unexpected. Nine of 11 (81%) of those
with an unexpected result also acknowledged that their result demonstrated implicit dangerousness bias toward mental illness. Nineteen of 21 participants (90%)
described the experience of taking the IAT as positive, neutral, or interesting, while
only 1/21 described the experience as negative.
Acceptance versus justification

Most participants justified or rationalized their results as being due to experience.
They described how external influences in both personal and professional domains
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shaped their implicitly held beliefs over time. One participant who was given a result that described implicit dangerousness bias suggested that their bias is a natural
result of experiencing violent patients in their work as a pediatric emergency physician:
Well, for sure, it affects how I treat people. I mean, the 12-year-old kid who
comes in snarling at me, spitting at me, lunging at me to bite me, because she
has anxiety, depression, et cetera and that’s her way of acting out, is just going to elicit a different response from me than the 12-year-old who is sitting
there, you know, cooperative for the exam and has a pneumonia or whatever.
It’s just a different … you react to how you’re getting treated. (MD4)

Participants described a continuum of responses ranging from acknowledging their result to accepting it, criticizing it, and denying it. While some participants were generally quite accepting that they held implicit dangerousness bias in
congruence with their IAT result, some participants were more critical and denied
the validity of their result. Denial and criticism of the IAT were more prominent
among individuals who had “unexpected” results. Some participants described the
IAT as “silly” and suggested that the test was not helpful (MD5) or accurate (MD1).
One nurse stated:
No, like I know who I am and that’s not going to impact anything about me.
(RN9)
Idealized versus actual personal and professional identity

There was a prominent sense of tension in responses to the IAT across all groups.
Tension was more evident in participants who had unexpected results. In addition
to the tension between acceptance and justification, two additional tensions
emerged: the difference between participants’ actual and ideal self-perceptions,
and the difference between attitudes demonstrated in personal versus professional
contexts.
Many participants shared that they were unhappy with their IAT result because it was not consistent with their self-perceptions. Some of these participants
described being disappointed and seemed to accept their result while struggling
with what their result meant for their desired self-image. Others suggested that
while they found the test “disturbing,” their experience “opened some ideas” and
caused them to examine some of their “deepest feelings” (RN4). Another acknowledged that they know themselves yet simultaneously acknowledged that they might
have negative attitudes toward individuals who are not compliant with their medications (RN3). One participant shared that the result conflicted with a “fantasy” of
themselves:
Everyone has expectations, right? And everyone has sort of this fantasy of
themselves and they always think, you know, maybe they should be better or
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they are better than they are, right? In reality they’re aspiring to a higher
state of being. (MD8)

Others shared how the experience of the test highlighted the discrepancy
between personal and professional contexts. Specific IAT questions about encountering individuals with mental illness outside of a hospital setting provoked reflection and discussion about the differences between personal and professional experiences, attitudes, and behaviors. Some participants expressed that as a physician
or nurse, they are expected not to demonstrate bias and that biased attitudes and
behaviors are inconsistent with their professional identity:
I just feel like I’m fairly open-minded and eager to learn. I don’t want to find
myself seeing people and prejudging. It’s not a role that I think is healthy in
my own personal life, and I know it’s not a healthy role in the work that I do.
(RN8)
If I think where I am coming from and how I was raised and now I am a physician, I am sure that I try very hard not to be biased. (MD9)

In contrast with professional identity, most participants acknowledged that
their implicit bias was influenced by their personal life experiences and relationships. One participant suggested that they were more “closed” to mental illness
because of personal experiences with loved ones who have suffered (MD11). Another suggested that they have actively engaged in egalitarian activities in their
personal lives in response to an upbringing that may have fostered implicit bias
(MD9). A nurse participant who acknowledged that their result showed a “moderate” degree of implicit dangerousness bias stated that they would not let their children play on the sidewalk if there was a mentally ill patient who lived on their
street (RN1). Another acknowledged that after having children, they were more
conscious of individuals with mental illness in public and that they would not fear
for their own safety, but that of their child (RN4):
In order for me to be a good nurse, to be a good advocate, it’s important for
me to examine my deepest darkest feelings of mental illness … there is a part
of me having worked in the emergency department that knows that there are
people with mental illnesses who could be aggressive and dangerous. You
know what I mean it’s hard, because I want to say of course I would let her
[my daughter] walk by [people with mental illness] and I mean people with a
broken leg or whatever could be aggressive and dangerous and things like
that. So yeah so there you go. (RN4)
Desire to change, while acknowledging that change is difficult

When discussing the influence of their IAT result on future attitudes, most participants felt that changing implicit attitudes was necessary but difficult. Several par64
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ticipants suggested that implicit biases about mental illness have become “embedded” through experience and were therefore difficult to overcome:
And part of the unconscious part of it is also, like personally like what you’ve
grown up seeing, hearing, you know that kind of gets embedded in it, and I
think to overcome that you have to be very active and diligent about it. I
think it’s very hard because, especially if you’ve had 25 years, right, from a
physician’s perspective before you start training, so to deconstruct all those
stigmas, I mean that takes a while, and it has to be done, you have to actively
seek it out and do it. (MD1)
Sometimes a certain way of thinking becomes so engrained in our mind and
psyches that we don’t question it, you see, and that’s the dangerous bit … when
we become so engrained in something that we think this is the only right way
… therefore I’m doing it right and my attitude is right and my opinion is the
right one and not be willing to change and to, you know, to reconsider your
norms, your standards, your values, your beliefs. (MD8)

Changing implicit attitudes was not something participants described as being easily accomplished:
I think there has to be a strong drive to want it to change.… I think there has
to be an openness and a willingness to address the fact that you do have them
[biases] and that you understand that they might be wrong. And then I don’t
know how you would go about changing them but I think addressing them or
sort of acknowledging that they’re there and that it’s a problem is probably
the first step. (MD11)

Some suggested that bringing implicit attitudes into conscious awareness
was the first step which could trigger “constant self-feedback and self-evaluation”
(MD8) and that openness to express their feelings would facilitate improved reflection and self-awareness (MD10). Several participants described the experience as
positive and a worthwhile endeavor, as one comment illustrates:
It was a little shocking to me.… It was disturbing, because it opened up some
ideas about myself that I don’t like to think that are there … So it was very
good, it is really worthwhile, because it causes you [to] examine some of your
deepest feelings and some of the things that you don’t perhaps like to recognize about yourself. (RN4)
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Figure 1

Figure 1 . Participants' responses to receiving results of the implicit association test
for mental illness, demonstrating tensions between justification and acceptance, idealized and actual self-perceptions, personal and professional identity, and the idea
that individual biases are fixed versus flexible. From a study of responses to feedback
regarding implicit bias in pediatric health care professionals, Schulich School of Medicine and Dentistry, Western University, Ontario, Canada, 2015-2016.
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Discussion
The multiple tensions identified in our analysis of health professionals’ responses
to IAT results resonate with existing literature on methods to facilitate the acceptance and integration of emotionally charged feedback. Figure 1 provides a visual depiction of our key findings. Our findings provide insights relating to personal
and professional identity that merit further discussion.
Difficult and emotional nature of IAT feedback

Kluger and Denisi’s 54 feedback intervention theory emphasizes that the effectiveness of any feedback intervention depends on the level (task learning, task motivation, or self) at which the intervention focuses our attention. In accordance with
Kluger and Denisi’s hierarchy principle, if the feedback intervention addresses
high-level processes related to the learners’ beliefs about themselves, this may
produce a strong emotional reaction such as despair, disappointment, or elation
that interferes with task performance.55–59 The work of Sargeant and others 28 suggests that, when discerning whether feedback is negative or positive, physicians
compare this feedback with global self-perceptions of performance. Because we
know that any feedback information about the “self” is emotionally charged and
being objective about it is difficult,60 reactions to negative feedback are influenced
by perceptions of accuracy and credibility of data and usefulness of feedback. Feedback leads to shame when the recipient internalizes negative evaluation of self and
shamed individuals feel inferior and defective.61,62 While existing literature on
feedback at the self level would suggest that the IAT may be a particularly challenging tool to provide feedback information, our participants largely engaged with and
reflected on their IAT results.
Our participants expressed tension between accepting their bias and justifying attitudes that are embedded through experience. Our participants wanted to
believe that they did not hold implicit dangerousness bias; however, they struggled
with accepting feedback that conflicted with the professional they wished to be.
Unlike previous research that has demonstrated tension when negative feedback
does not align with self-appraisal, our participants were challenged with feedback
that created tension between their actual and aspirational identities.
Unique findings from IAT provide insights on how to manage reaction to
negative feedback

Existing research suggests that emotional reactions to charged feedback need to be
managed through guidance and facilitation. Facilitated reflection can contribute to
assimilation and acceptance of negative and emotionally charged feedback.29 Reflection can facilitate the difficult process of reconciling tensions within one’s self
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through explicit recognition of the emotional aspect of receiving feedback and the
difficulty of reconciling self-appraisal with contradictory feedback.63
While participants’ responses did not specifically mention guided reflection,
the finding of prominent tension related to actual and idealized professional identity provides guidance on how to inform facilitated reflection related to challenging
or emotional feedback. Feedback about an individual’s implicit bias is an opportunity to explore how health professionals negotiate and navigate information discordant with a fantasy version of themselves as free from prejudice and stereotyping.
Health professional identity views bias and stereotyping as antithetical to the values that comprise the “ideal” health professional.64–66 Indeed, many of our participants described aspiration toward a “fantasy” of themselves as a “higher state of
being,” as informing their responses to IAT feedback. Further research is needed to
define how health professionals reconcile feedback information discordant from
the idealized and unattainable aspects of their professional identity.
Openness to change is challenging but possible

Despite the challenges related to implicit bias recognition, we were struck that only
1 out of our 21 participants found the experience of receiving IAT results to be negative. This finding contrasts with literature on negative and emotional feedback
related to the self. We anticipated that more participants would have identified the
IAT as distressing or unpleasant. While our sample size was limited, there may be
several explanations for this finding that have implications for future research.
Among the many variables associated with feedback such as task nature,
source, context, complexity, or form,67 credibility is often a key factor in determining whether feedback is influential.31,68 Our study provided feedback through a
computer-based test with a simple message; however, we also immediately provided an opportunity for reflection through a qualitative interview designed to foster
open disclosure by a researcher who was explicitly focused on creating a nonjudgmental setting to explore participant responses. Several of our interviews reflected
a developmental trajectory from denial to defense, minimization, and eventually
acceptance, which has been previously described in the literature.8
Another possibility is that participants were influenced by social desirability
bias.69 We found that participant responses reflected a desire to conform with an
ideal professional identity. Given the taboo associated with prejudice and bias,
there may have been a tendency to appear reflective and accepting of feedback
while minimizing defenses. Further research that focuses on how attributes of the
feedback source relate to the personal and professional identities of all parties involved in feedback conversations may help elaborate on these possibilities. Perhaps
our participants noted that change was possible in the presence of the interviewer,
yet did not integrate the feedback information into future behavioral change. Further longitudinal data may also improve our understanding of how feedback related to implicit biases changes over time.
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The role of the IAT and controversies regarding its use
Our findings regarding the use of the IAT should be interpreted in the context of
mixed views regarding its use and the issue of implicit bias. Critics suggest that an
online IAT does not demonstrate an accurate or authentic representation of individually held biases.70 The IAT can only measure relative associations and is not a
definite measure of implicit biases.71 For example, our participants were given a
measure of their associations between “dangerousness” relative to mental or physical illness, whereas the concept of mental illness has multiple nuances and groups
several distinct illness categories into a broad sweeping generalization. While some
have proposed the implicit relational assessment procedure (IRAP) as a tool to
address flaws in the IAT, the IRAP is strongly influenced by how tasks are framed to
participants, and newer procedures are emerging in the social psychology literature.72
Despite these critiques, we did not use the IAT as a definitive metric but, rather, as a tool to prompt reflection and discussion. Therefore, we believe that our
study emphasizes that there is potential for the IAT to provide a window into individual biases to facilitate change. As assessment science progresses toward advanced measures of implicit bias, our findings may therefore further the application
of implicit bias recognition and management to health professions curricula. Although other types of negative feedback have been found to be perceived as unnecessarily confrontational or challenging, our study demonstrates the potential for
feedback related to implicit bias to inform further research and exploration on
promoting acceptance and integration of emotionally laden feedback.
Limitations

Because we explicitly informed participants to not reveal their IAT results, this
raised the possibility that our participants were given information that they either
had implicit dangerousness bias or did not. We reconciled this information by coding our transcripts according to what participants shared regarding whether they
found their results to be expected or unexpected, and conducting a supplemental
analysis that confirmed that most participants received an IAT result that revealed
implicit dangerousness bias. Further, there is some controversy regarding the use
of the IAT and whether results represent authentic biases or associations from
experience that are shaped by forces such as victimization or oppression. Our study
also drew exclusively from a limited pediatric sample, and we acknowledge that
there may be aspects of the professional identity of pediatricians that uniquely
contributed to our results. Also, the demographic breakdown of our sample included a limited number of male participants, and therefore further exploration of our
findings with demographically diverse participants and medical specialties is needed for the future.
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Conclusions
Health professionals’ responses to feedback about their implicit bias reveals insights related to the processing and integration of emotionally charged feedback
information that creates tension between actual and ideal professional identity.
Reconciling this tension and reflecting on IAT results offers a promising approach
to incorporate implicit bias recognition and management into health professions
education.
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Abstract
Introduction: One of the prominent challenges related to feedback and health professions education is that feedback information related to self that is emotionally
charged may be dismissed or denied, diminishing its potential usefulness. Little
research has examined how to address feedback that threatens an individual’s
identity. The implicit association test provides feedback to individuals regarding
their implicit biases. Anticipating that feedback about implicit bias might be potentially emotionally charged or identity-threatening for mental health professionals,
we explored their experience of taking the implicit association test and receiving
their results. In so doing, we hoped to gain a better understanding of the challenges
of identity-threatening feedback.
Methods: We utilized a constructivist grounded theory approach and conducted
semi-structured interviews with psychiatric residents, physicians and nurses
(n=32) after they completed the mental illness IAT and received their result.
Results: While participants critiqued the IAT and questioned its credibility, they
also described the experience of receiving feedback about their implicit biases as
positive or neutral. Most justified their implicit biases but also described motivation
to better manage them.
Conclusions: Our study highlights a feedback paradox, calling into question assumptions regarding self-related feedback in the literature. Our participants’ reactions to the IAT suggest that potentially threatening self-related feedback may still
be useful to participants who question its credibility.
Submitted for publication:
Sukhera, J., Wodzinski, M., Milne, A., Teunissen, P.W., Lingard, L., Watling, C., Exploring the Influence of Feedback about Implicit Bias with Mental Health Professionals.
Academic Medicine, July 13, 2018
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Introduction
Feedback in health professions education is fraught with multiple tensions. Often
the most challenging feedback information is disconfirming to self-perceptions,
leading recipients to react unfavorably and limiting the usefulness of such information1-7. Negative performance feedback viewed as personal information is often
difficult to reconcile and may potentially hurt an individual’s self-esteem and pride
8. Such self-related feedback may also produce strong emotions such as disappointment or despair 9-11, which may be internalized as guilt or shame 12, and interfere with task performance 13. Several authors propose reconciling emotionally
charged feedback information through nurturing self-monitoring, reflection and an
iterative process of feedback-mediated change, 14-17 facilitated through discussion
18,19 .
Among the most emotionally challenging feedback relates to how individuals
view themselves and their group identity. Since being a good doctor appears central
to the self-concept of physicians, any feedback information that threatens this ideal
is difficult to reconcile 20. Recent research regarding implicit-bias related feedback
also found that providing physicians and nurses with feedback information regarding their implicit biases could conflict with an idealized version of their professional
identity 21. Feedback regarding an individual’s negative implicit biases can provoke
defensiveness 22-24 leading recipients to avoid feedback altogether 25.
Identity related feedback may also influence perceptual judgments about the
credibility of feedback information 26 and certain groups may be more vigilant to
subtle cues that threaten their social identity 27. Social identity also contributes to
stereotype threat when individuals experience unease related to confirming a negative stereotype about their group 28. Payne & Hysong found that the intense emotions associated with clinical feedback for physicians often emanated from the assessment process itself, rather than solely feedback information 29. Multiple contextual, socio-cultural and identity related variables therefore influence feedback
acceptance, and perceived need for practice and behaviour change once feedback is
received. Certain circumstances, such as when discussing racial biases or professional misconduct, pose a challenge because self-related feedback information cannot be uncoupled from performance related information. An exploration of the
relationship between identity and feedback may yield useful insights to address
this challenge.
An example of a group where feedback and identity intersect involves providing feedback related to stigmatizing attitudes about individuals with mental illness
to mental health professionals. Such professionals may still hold implicitly negative
attitudes towards individuals with mental illness 30 that have a negative impact on
care despite best intentions 31. In several reviews, views of mental health profes79
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sionals about individuals with mental illness did not differ greatly from the general
population 32-35. We chose to explore how mental health professionals process
feedback about their implicit biases related to mental illness because their identity
includes destigmatizing as part of their role and we anticipated that feedback about
such implicit biases may be especially challenging for these individuals.
An investigation of how mental health professionals perceive the influence of
receiving implicit-bias related feedback may therefore provide a deeper understanding of how to recognize and manage self-related feedback. Our study endeavored to explore how mental health professionals process and integrate feedback
about implicit bias that be perceived as threatening.

Methods
For the purposes of this study we defined implicit bias as associations, attitudes or
beliefs that exist and enact their influence outside of an individual’s conscious
awareness 36. We defined feedback information as data from a computer-based test
related to an individual’s implicit bias.
We utilized constructivist grounded theory 37 to conduct our research as
we worked upon existing research to build theory related to processes that are not
currently well explained. In our study, the process we sought to explore related to
processing and integrating feedback information about an individual’s implicit
biases. Building upon our earlier research that explored how health professionals
process implicit-bias related feedback 21, we posted and shared recruitment notices
among mental health professionals working within an academic health sciences
centre in Ontario, Canada. Initially we recruited mental health nurses (11). We then
expanded our sample to include both practicing psychiatrists (10) and psychiatry
residents (11). In total we completed a total of 32 semi-structured interviews. One
of the participants did not complete the IAT due to technical issues and was excluded from the analysis. Approval was obtained from the Western University Research
Ethics Board to conduct the study.
Our semi-structured interviews consisted of reviewing the letter of information and consent followed by the completion of the online version of the mental
illness implicit association test (IAT). Whenever possible, the interviewer left the
room during IAT completion. The IAT asks participants to associate words and
assess automatic associations between certain concepts 38. The IAT measures response time latency and has typically demonstrated insensitivity to procedural
variation, suitable internal consistency, high test–retest reliability and less susceptibility to social desirability than explicit measures 38-45. Once our participants completed the IAT, they received a result that assessed the extent to which participants
associated mental illness with dangerousness, physical illness with dangerousness,
or held no strong bias either way, therefore offering a measure of implicit bias to80
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wards individuals with mental illness or physical illness. A sample of IAT questions
is included as an appendix to this article.
During the first set of interviews, nurse participants were asked open ended questions about the experience of taking the IAT and whether their results were
expected or unexpected. In order to foster a non-judgmental and safe interview, we
let participants know that they were welcome to share their IAT result with us but
their result itself was not the focus of our inquiry. All participants shared their results freely. Interviews then proceeded in accordance with a discussion guide from
previous research 21. As we moved from our initial purposeful sample, we expanded
to include practicing psychiatrists and psychiatry residents and revised our discussion guide accordingly. We anticipated that expanding the sample would help explore unique dimensions of professional identity within diverse health professionals at various stages of their professional identity development. As our interviews
and analysis proceeded, we discovered that our questions related to how our participants respond to computer based feedback data provoked emotion and a separate discussion unfolded on how individuals reconcile tensions. Early in our analysis, we felt that the two discussions were conceptually distinct and a separate study
regarding a unique research question and distinctive methods was required to
explore how identity tensions are reconciled.
Interviews took place from April 2017 to October 2017. Once recorded and
transcribed, coding and analysis were conducted by a team consisting of JS and
MW. The first 17 transcripts were transcribed and coded line-by-line by JS and MW.
Subsequent transcripts were coded line-by-line by JS using constant comparative
analysis and shifted towards focused and axial coding. Analysis was shared and
discussed with the entire team who worked towards synthesizing overall findings.
We collected data until the team felt we had achieved theoretical sufficiency based
on findings and the original research question. A synopsis of results was shared in
writing with selected participants through individual emails.
Team member composition included the principal investigator (JS), a child
and adolescent psychiatrist, faculty member and PhD candidate in health professions education, as well as research staff (MW), nursing staff (AM), and three experts in health professions education (CW, LL and PT).

Results
10/32 participants demonstrated implicit dangerousness bias towards mental illness, 17/32 demonstrated implicit dangerousness bias towards physical illness
while 4/32 demonstrated no implicit bias towards either group, and 1 did not complete the IAT so their results were not included in the analysis. 16/31 described the
experience as positive, 11/31 as neutral and 4/31 as negative. 13/31 classified
their results as what they expected, 18/31 as unexpected.
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During analysis we learned that dangerousness biases related to mentally
ill patients was reported by approximately 1/3 of our participants, as several mental health professionals associated dangerousness with physical illness. Our transcripts suggested that participants viewed any revealed bias as negative, whether it
was toward mental illness or toward physical illness. For example, those who
demonstrated a bias towards patients with physical illness were not relieved that
their result showed an absence of a negative bias towards patients with mental
illness. We engaged in further comparison between and across groups and noted
that even the four participants who received a result with no bias responded to the
exercise of completing the IAT in a manner that was relevant to our research question. All respondents reflected on their feedback and provided responses based on
the exercise of completing the IAT and receiving their result. We therefore felt that
an analysis of all data, regardless of IAT result, was useful and pertinent to the process we sought to explore. While each type of result was unique, we found overall
that taking the online IAT and receiving a result led to questioning of the IAT’s credibility while provoking reflection related to an individual’s identity and how it relates to implicit bias recognition and management.
Participants Questioned the Credibility of the IAT

Our participants strongly critiqued the IAT. While some questioned the validity of
the IAT, describing it as “rigged, misleading or tricky,” most criticism described the
IAT as too general or simplistic for a group of mental health professionals. For example, most participants shared that a test that measures their implicit biases by
categorizing groups into mental illness and physical illness fails to address the continuum of mental illness and physical illness that lies within each category. One
participant described the issue by saying that there is a “spectrum of suffering” that
was too broad for the IAT to capture,
“Yeah, I mean, there’s such a spectrum of suffering... a lot of people take their
Paxil and go see their psychiatrist once every couple months and they’re fine.
And there’s other people … who go to inpatients, see a counsellor…” RN1

Physician and resident participants conveyed the same criticism, suggesting that dangerousness is an individual concept that may vary across populations
and types of illness. One stated, “mental health patients are so individualized there’s
no way to generally indicate if a mental health patient is dangerous or not…its completely individualized” F03. Another participant described the test as “misleading”
because it was too “general,”
“I found, the questions I found were quite misleading because of the question
about mental illness in general. Whereas I do associate some mental illnesses
with more dangerous behaviour, not all of them, for sure. And even the ones
that are associated with somewhat increase in that kind of dangerous behaviour it's usually not acute.” F06
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Participants’ description of the IAT was also linked with their interpretation of their results. One physician shared,
“You know there could be dangerousness in certain sub segments of mental
health patients, but definitely not as a generalization and definitely not as a
whole…so the result or the interpretation of my answers was a bit surprising.” F04

Along with participants who described the IAT as general were some participants who expressed negative emotions about the test and suggested their results should be interpreted considering their criticisms. One stated, “I found the test
almost tried to create associations that were not there for me” F03. Another said, “it
was like they’re trying to trick you by moving the stuff around” RN1, while another
stated, “you didn’t have the options the way you think. I think that you were just very
much directed to go aggressive always with mental health. Anything that was negative always went to mental health” RN4.
Among the participants who criticized the IAT as “tricky” or a “set-up” were
those who received results indicating a dangerousness bias associated with mental
illness as well as others who were told they had a bias towards physical illness. For
example, a physician who received a result that they demonstrated bias towards
physically ill patients suggested they “self-corrected” despite being “dragged” towards answers “preferred by the system” F10. In contrast, a nurse who demonstrated bias towards mentally ill patients stated,
“I felt like it was trying to trick me into doing that, so I was trying very hard
not to; and then I was also, like, it said go as fast as you can, so I was kind of
pressuring myself for speed thinking that that has something to do with it,
when really I should have probably just gone slower, do you know I mean?”
RN5

Another nurse with bias towards mentally ill patients dismissed their results and described the IAT as a “game,”
“So, taking that test reminded of the word association game, where as fast as
you can you say the word that you think of, and that was the whole like pressing the letters to categorize them. And I found more accuracy, you do it a
number of times, so the first half of the times my accuracy was perfect, but
near the end, and I don’t know if I just got annoyed of doing it so many times
or I was just like over it, that I made a couple of errors. Do those errors necessarily imply anything, I really don’t think so.” RN8
Despite their Critique, Many Acknowledged and Reflected upon their Results

A visual depiction of our results is provided in figure 1. Across all groups, and despite the nature of feedback they received, most participants acknowledged and
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reflected on their results. They recognized that bias is inevitable and therefore receiving IAT feedback that they were biased was acknowledged and reflected upon.
When we analyzed our participants based on whether their IAT result was
expected or unexpected, we learned that their description of taking the IAT and
interpretation of their result varied. We conducted further analysis of participants
who made critical statements about the IAT and those who made positive statements about the test and experience of taking it. We consistently found examples of
participants who overlapped in both positive and negative statements. For example, there were some participants who emphatically denied the accuracy of their
results while still describing their experience of taking the IAT as positive. There
were also several participants who were both critical of the IAT and acknowledged
and reflected upon their results.
One participant described the test as “frustrating, irritating,” and when receiving their results that they had bias they stated, “I think that the results will never
be fully accurate because of the specific vagueness in every question.” They went on
later in the interview to describe how they were “…struggling with the bias but being able to acknowledge where it came from.” RN8
Another participant who learned they held bias towards patients with
mental illness described their experience as negative and denied the accuracy of the
results,
“My emotions when I saw my results were negative or...upsetting due to the
fact of I am a healthcare provider that supports these individuals and my results show that I correlate dangerousness with mental health patients…I
think the results are inaccurate.” RN2

Later in the interview, the same participant was asked if their results
would impact them and they initially said, “no,” but later contradicted themselves,
stating that the experience of taking the IAT would influence their attitudes and the
way they practice,
“I think every day I can learn more. I don’t know everything but I think my - I
thought my emotions and attitudes towards mental illnesses was in the right
direction and was positive, but obviously there's always room to improve…I
may reflect each day more on how I could have changed the way that I cared
for my patients or presented myself or the way I showed empathy towards my
patients.” RN2.

A physician participant who learned they had dangerousness bias towards
patients with mental illness stated,
“I was surprised at the result, because I don’t think it actually reflects my
view of mental health patients as being automatically more dangerous. They
can be for sure, but as a general view of mental health patients, I don’t have
the view that in general health patients are dangerous, whereas that seems
to be what the result was implying.” F4
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They went on to reflect on how important it was for them to avoid generalizing all patients with mental illness by saying,
“So it's a balance, I mean you do have to recognize that there can be periods
of time where the risk level is a bit higher, but you do need to continuously assess the situation. And you know the same patient who was very aggressive
towards me and threatened this and that, once they're well will be a patient
who walks into your office as an outpatient and you have a very pleasant
conversation with them and it's almost forgotten that that happened.” F4.

Our results suggest that the exercise of completing the IAT was perceived
as useful despite the nature of feedback information and whether the information
was expected or unexpected. Only 4 classified the experience of taking the IAT as
negative, while most described the experience as positive or neutral. Some described the experience as challenging but useful.
“I think it’s kind of a mixed experience. It was good for reflection, but like I
said, I think there’s a bit of anxiety sort of confronting that part of you, that
piece of you.” R1.
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Figure 1
A depiction of participant responses regarding feedback source, implicit association
test (IAT) result and self. From a study of feedback to responses about implicit bias.

• criticizing
• questioning
credibility

SOURCE
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Discussion
When provided self-related feedback with the potential to threaten their identity,
our participants engaged with this feedback information rather than discarding it.
Their acknowledgment and reflection on such feedback information seemed to
happen despite the threatening nature of the feedback and despite participants’
questioning the credibility of the feedback source. An important factor which likely
influenced their engagement with bias-related feedback information was the research interview itself.
Previous research offers that emotionally charged feedback information related to the self may reduce the effectiveness of feedback interventions 13. As a response, educators are often encouraged to keep feedback information focused on
the task rather than on the recipient’s identity. This dilemma poses a challenge for
health professions education when dealing with feedback information related to
biases, prejudice or professional misconduct. Feedback intervention theory also
suggests that feedback affects behaviour by changing the locus of control so that the
learner feels a sense of agency as they become motivated towards change 46. Therefore, there is still potential for self-related feedback to motivate change.
As we consider the paradoxical finding that participants engaged with bias
related feedback despite distrusting this feedback information, our attention shifts
back to variables of our feedback conversation. We provided participants with
feedback data through a computer based test and a subsequent qualitative research
interview. Perhaps helping individuals to learn from self-threatening information
requires a facilitated conversation within a non-threatening learning environment.
This is precisely what our research interview intended to achieve, however our
goals were to facilitate reflection for research purposes rather than coaching for
behaviour change. Our findings therefore suggest future research on feedback in
health professions could consider the parallels between feedback conversations
and semi-structured qualitative research interviews. Knowing that the research
interview may serve as a therapeutic debriefing conversation has important implications when interpreted through previous research on how feedback conversations can facilitate reflection and coach towards performance change 18,19,47-49. We
speculate that in addition to a safe learning environment, our interviews were
unique because they de-emphasized feedback content while facilitating reflection.
While reactions to IAT feedback have been studied using questionnaires
and surveys, little research has explored responses to IAT feedback through qualitative, in-person interviews. Consistent with our findings, Morris et al suggest that
even though most students exhibited implicit bias against African Americans, they
reported more positive than negative affect 50. In other research, students who
answered essay questions after completing the IAT initially did not believe the IAT
was accurate; when readings about the IAT’s methodological and theoretical underpinnings were provided to students, many changed their views towards the IAT,
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with a greater proportion of students supporting its validity 51. A recent study exploring how pharmacist students responded to IAT feedback used a survey rather
than a feedback conversation. This study found that participants either agreed or
disagreed with their results and did not engage or reflect on such feedback in the
manner that our participants described 52. Changing paradigms related to the competency based medical education movement provoke the need for a deeper understanding of assessments within clinical workplaces. Achieving meaningful learning
through feedback debriefing and reflection within such contexts cannot be accomplished by quantitative feedback alone, as learners could demand more feedback
and face negative emotions that require debriefing and reconciliation 53.
Literature on implicit bias recognition and management emphasizes the
importance of feedback information to recognize and address the negative impact
of implicit biases on health equity 21,54,55. Previous authors have warned that the
feedback triggered by the IAT can provoke cognitive dissonance related to both an
individual’s beliefs and behaviours 56. Research on addressing implicit gender bias
proposes a framework called the “Conscious Competence Ladder,” which suggests
IAT feedback helps learners move from “unconscious incompetence” to “conscious
incompetence,” as they become aware of their biases, experience discomfort and
work to instill new habits 57. Teal and colleagues suggest a developmental continuum from acceptance to integration moving through stages of denial and minimization (55), while our previous work suggests that IAT related feedback provokes tensions related to personal and professional identity 21. Our exploration of IAT feedback with mental health professionals suggests that despite the threatening nature
of the IAT, a computer based metric of response latency, such as the IAT, remains a
useful prompt to trigger reflection and discussion on the importance of addressing
implicit biases to advance equity and reduce disparities.
Our study was not without limitations. As noted in our results, we found
that all participants who completed the IAT and received their results engaged with
feedback information, regardless of whether they received feedback that they held
dangerousness bias or not. We believe our findings are useful in circumstances
when self-related feedback cannot be detached from task-related feedback, however, future research on various types of implicit bias related feedback would add
further insights. Our participants were also limited to a group of psychiatrists, psychiatry residents and mental health nurses. Therefore, our choice to utilize dangerousness bias may or not be perceived differently due to participants’ roles, however
sampling for participants’ identity was an important component of our study design
to explore how identity influences processing of IAT related feedback.
Despite these limitations, the implications of this work are important to
consider in the context of the existing body of research on feedback in health professions. Our findings highlight a feedback paradox, calling into question some of
our assumptions and knowledge regarding self-related feedback in the literature.
Our study indicates that potentially threatening self-related feedback may still be
useful to participants who question its credibility, and the research interview is an
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important component of the process that merits further study. These results call for
future research on which attributes of the feedback conversation facilitate reflection on emotionally challenging feedback information.
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Abstract
Purpose: Implicit biases worsen outcomes for underserved and marginalized populations. Once health professionals are made aware of their implicit biases, a process ensues where they must reconcile this information with their personal and
professional identities. The authors sought to explore how identity influences the
process of implicit bias recognition and management.

Methods: Utilizing constructivist grounded theory, the authors recruited 11 faculty
and 10 resident participants working at an academic health science center in Canada. Interviews took place from June to October 2017. Participants took an online
version of the mental illness implicit association test (IAT) which provides users
with their degree of implicit dangerousness bias towards individuals with either
physical or mental illness. Once they completed the IAT, participants were invited
to draw a rich picture and interviewed about their picture and experience of taking
their IAT. Data were analyzed using constant comparative procedures to develop
focused codes and work towards the development of a deeper understanding of
relationships among themes.
Results: Once implicit biases were brought into conscious awareness, participants
acknowledged vulnerabilities which provoked tension between their personal and
professional identities. Participants suggested that they reconcile these tensions
through a process described as striving for the ideal while accepting the actual.
Relationships were central to the process; however, residents and faculty viewed
the role of relationships differently.
Conclusion: Striving for self-improvement while accepting individual shortcomings may provide a model for addressing implicit bias among health professionals
and relational dynamics appear to influence the process of recognizing and managing biases.
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Introduction
Bias is everywhere. Explicit biases include conscious attitudes or intentional discrimination towards certain groups1. In contrast, implicit biases include attitudes or
behaviours that exert powerful influence over individuals outside their awareness
2-4. These implicit biases can perpetuate health disparities by widening inequities
and decreasing trust between patients and health professionals. For example, implicit racial bias has been associated with inappropriate non-prescription of treatments for black compared to white patients5, 6. Implicit biases may also lead health
professionals to appear dishonest to marginalized and underserved populations1,
leading to interactions that self-perpetuate cycles of distancing and disconnection7,8.
In response, educators are identifying potential interventions to mitigate the
adverse impact of implicit bias on healthcare9-16. Previous research describes how
once biases are brought into awareness, there is an ensuing tension14, which triggers a process that requires reflection and reconciliation15-20. The first step in recognizing one’s biases requires seeking feedback through reflection, discussion or
tools such as the implicit association test (IAT), which is an online metric of response time that asks participants to associate words and assess automatic associations between certain concepts18. The IAT measures response latency and has
demonstrated several psychometric properties that support its use as metric of
implicit bias18, 21-27. Feedback information from the IAT may trigger long-lasting and
powerful emotions such as shame or guilt28, 29, which require renegotiation each
time they are encountered30-33.
In a recent study exploring health professional responses to feedback about
implicit biases, we found that when physicians and nurses were provided with
feedback about their implicit bias, this information evoked tensions related to their
personal and professional identities. Participants struggled to reconcile feedback
information about their biases, as they found it inconsistent with an aspirational
version of themselves that seemed unrealistic to achieve19. The implications of our
initial findings suggest that anti-bias education takes place within a culture where
health professionals hold themselves to unrealistic and perfectionistic standards34,
35, which contributes to psychological distress and self-doubt36. If recognizing implicit bias has the potential to trigger self-doubt, and identity influences the reflection and reconciliation required to manage biases, we must seek deeper understanding of the process.
As individuals process and integrate information about their biases, there are
several identity-related influences on how they evaluate their beliefs and behaviour. They may appraise themselves according to their values and personal morals,
or they may compare being biased to norms within their professional culture20.
Hernandez and colleagues found that medical students drew on personal standards
more than professional norms when critically reflecting about their implicit bias97
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es15. Personal and professional standards may also relate to how an individual
views their identity according to themselves, their relationships with others or
their social group28. For any health professional, learning that they hold implicit
biases is unlikely to align with their ideal self-representation.
Without improving our knowledge about how identity influences implicit bias,
we cannot leverage the full potential of implicit bias recognition and management
curricula to reduce disparities and improve equity. To explore the relationship
between identity and implicit bias management, we chose to explore implicit dangerousness biases towards individuals with physical or mental illness among psychiatry residents and faculty. Many mental health professionals view destigmatizing as part of their role and therefore hold explicitly positive biases towards their patients, which do not always align with their implicit biases37-39. This
discrepancy between explicit attitudes and implicit biases about dangerousness
may create tensions within an individual that must be processed and negotiated
whenever they arise.
Negative attitudes towards patients with mental illness comprise a particularly pervasive and problematic set of implicit biases encountered in health care system; these biases have been shown to result in mental health patients being over
diagnosed, undertreated, and more strongly associated with dangerousness when
compared to patients with physical illnesses40-47. The stigma experienced by mental
health patients, including feelings of stigmatization by mental health professionals,
is a barrier to seeking and receiving sufficient medical care; thus, attempting to
elucidate and address implicit biases held by mental health professionals is one
potential route towards de-stigmatization and improvement of patient outcomes.
The purpose of our study was to explore how learners and faculty reconcile identity
tensions evoked during the process of implicit bias recognition and management.
By exploring dangerousness bias within psychiatry we hoped to elicit insights into
how identity-related tensions are reconciled for other health professionals.

Methods
In this study, we defined implicit bias as associations, attitudes or beliefs that exist
and enact their influence outside of an individual’s conscious awareness.
We electronically shared recruitment notices among mental health professionals working within an academic health sciences center in Ontario, Canada. We
sought roughly equal participation between resident learners and teachers and 21
individuals (9 male and 12 female) responded with an interest in participation. We
completed semi-structured interviews with 11 practicing psychiatrists involved in
clinical education and 10 psychiatry residents. Interviews took place from June to
October 2017. Approval was obtained from the Western University Research Ethics
Board to conduct the study.
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Our semi-structured interviews lasted 30-90 minutes and consisted of reviewing the letter of information and consent followed by the completion of the
online version of the mental illness implicit association test (IAT). Once participants
completed the IAT, they received a result that indicated they held strong, moderate,
mild or no dangerousness bias. During the initial interviews, participants were
asked open ended questions about the experience of taking the IAT and were asked
to draw rich picture which we discussed as part of their interview. A rich picture is
a visual depiction of processes and human activity developed in systems engineering 48. Rich pictures have been used previously in health professional research to
better understand conceptualizations of complex or challenging situations49, 50. We
chose a visual method to foster deeper exploration of what we believed was an
emotionally challenging situation. In particular, we hoped that a rich picture may
address difficulties and limitations with a qualitative interview related to making
implicit assumptions explicit 49. An example of a rich picture by one of our participants is provided as figure 1. All our participants except 1 drew rich pictures. We
asked participants to describe their picture and probed for how their picture relates to questions in our discussion guide, which we adapted from previous research19. Interviews were audio recorded, de-identified and transcribed verbatim
before analysis. The final version of our discussion guide is included as an appendix.
Team member composition included the principal investigator (JS), a child
and adolescent psychiatrist, faculty member and PhD candidate in health professions education, as well as research staff (MW), and three experts in health professions education (CW, LL and PT) who do not work in mental health.
We utilized constructivist grounded theory to conduct our study as we
worked upon existing research to build theory towards a social process that is not
well explained by an established theoretical construct51-53. Constructivism assumes
that individuals construct their understanding and knowledge of the world through
a cycle of experience, reflection and action54. Once interviews were recorded and
transcribed, coding and inductive analysis was conducted by a team consisting of JS
and MW. JS and MW met regularly, revising the discussion guide and ensuring that
analysis was consistent with an effort to theoretically sample resident learners and
faculty. Part-way through the analysis we found several participants struggled with
visual representations so we chose to add visual prompts (figure 2) to encourage
reflection. Due to limited number within our recruitment pool, we included fulltime and part-time faculty and junior and senior resident learners. The first 7 transcripts were transcribed and coded line-by-line by JS and MW. Subsequent transcripts were coded line-by-line by JS who used constant comparative analysis and
shifted towards focused consolidation of codes and analysis of relationship among
themes. At regular intervals, analysis was shared and discussed with the team who
worked towards the development of an explanatory theory and synthesized overall
findings. Any discrepancies were addressed through collaborative debate. We continued to collect data and revise our discussion guide until the team felt there was
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enough data for a robust conceptual understanding of the process under study55-57.
Synthesis of results was shared in writing with all participants through individual
emails. Those who reviewed the results described general agreement.

Results
Out of our 21 participants, 18 demonstrated IAT results that indicated implicit dangerousness bias towards either mental or physical illness while 3 showed no difference in their associations between dangerousness and physical or mental illness.
The act of completing the IAT and receiving their result provoked reflection about
bias in all participants, including those that demonstrated no bias in their result.
There were no significant differences between groups.

Acknowledging Identity Tensions

Once they were provided feedback about their implicit biases, most of our participants acknowledged categorizing and compartmentalizing their identities as
part of their experiences. The demands of working with patients with mental illness
appeared to influence the pressure they place on themselves to strive for an ideal
that was impossible to achieve. When asked how they reconcile bias, one resident
described how they have compartmentalized personal and professional identities
separated by a “filter” that they must constantly recalibrate to recognize and manage biases (R04). Another resident drew a “mountain” to depict the divide between
their personal and professional identities (R07). Several participants also described
weather metaphors using “clouds” to describe their actual self or with “sunshine”
related to their ideal self (F02, R05, F06). Overall, participants contrasted an idealized professional identity that was calm, confident and unbiased with an actual
identity that was vulnerable and a product of their personal experiences.
“So the idealized self will never have any bias. The idealized self will always be
able to look at a situation and see it for its complexity and its various components. But the actual self, by virtue of the kind of society that we live in and our
own personal environment or the conditions under which we grew up, we will
always have these uncomfortable biases that inform our initial reaction to people. So the actual self I think will always have initial biases that we have to overcome.” (R03)
The aspirational professional self was viewed as an ideal worth striving for.
Some faculty described that they have developed a professional identity which
contributes to “pressure” to not be biased (F03; F10). A faculty participant shared, “I
feel like its part of my job to not be judgmental and that’s something I want at
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work…its an ideal, you now, at home or outside of work too.” (F07), while another
stated,
“Yeah. I think there's a lot of pressure to, for a professional to be not biased and
to treat all patients fairly and not give preference to some over others. And I do
find myself sometimes, you know, having preference for seeing certain types of
patients just because of how unpleasant the others are. And so ideally I'd live in a
world where I would have equal feelings of wanting to help all my patients
equally but the reality is that, you know, I do find myself caring for some patients
more than others.” (F03)

A resident described the professional identity as being a sort of superordinate
identity that “supersedes” the development of their authentic self during residency
training (R01). They went on to say, “I guess we all have bias but professionals do not
have bias. Whatever biases I do have, I either want to kind of reduce or at the very
least, be aware of.” (R01) Both resident and faculty participants acknowledged that
there was a process or struggle associated with striving towards their idealized self.
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Figure 1

A rich picture drawn by a participant upon receiving results of the implicit association
test for mental illness. The participant described a line representing a “discrepancy”
between how they are in personal and professional contexts and depicted tension
between advice they would give patients compared to how they treat themselves.
From a study exploring the relationship between identity and implicit bias among
health care professionals, Schulich School of Medicine and Dentistry, Western University, Ontario, Canada, 2017.
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Striving while Accepting
When asked to reflect on how implicit bias could be recognized and managed, participants described two salient but distinct processes. One was a constant striving
for self-improvement that was intrinsic to most participants’ identity. The other
was a gradual acceptance of their flaws and humanity. Most participants described
that through reflection and dialogue, an individual could strive for an idealized self
while accepting the actual. A resident described accepting imperfections by saying,
“Its just the reality that no human is ever perfect… just because someone has bad
qualities doesn’t make them all bad and that good qualities can still exist and it
doesn’t destroy the good.” (R02)

Once their implicit biases were revealed through the IAT, participants described reflecting on this information. Several participants described the “constant
questioning” of themselves (F03) suggesting an ongoing process of reflection and
action that was central to how they reconciled tensions related to implicit bias
(F09). A resident described this process as checking themselves “on a daily basis”
(R10), while a faculty participant described the process as “a journey” that required
“being constantly vigilant” (F06). One resident described the process as working
towards “self-betterment” (R03), while a faculty participant described “selfcompassion” (F05).
In addition to striving for betterment, most participants described a gradual
acceptance of their own biases. One resident described working to be “more
aware” of their biases while accepting they would not “dissipate” (R01), while another resident stated,
“I’ve come to terms with it…so working towards this means checking your biases, realizing when you might have let a bias come in between an interaction or a
decision. I think its something you strive for. But I’m not going to wake up tomorrow and say, ‘hey, nobody has biases’ right? We all have them…so I think its
something you strive for, accepting that its not necessarily going to be achieved.”
(R05)

There was variation in participants’ description of how they balanced striving
with accepting. Some emphasized the need to self-improve, some emphasized acceptance and one suggesting they had already reached what others strive for. One
participant described that they had close to “full insight,” and stated, “I pretty much
know who I am, and with all the biases and everything, I am aware of this” F10. Although this individual felt they had come close to reaching what others strive for,
they continued to emphasize the need to keep striving. Another faculty participant
offered an alternative perspective stating that they reconcile tensions by,
“… growing myself, developing myself and understanding my own self better and
talking with colleagues and being part of a community that kind of is working
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together on things I think that that helps me to get over to this place rather than
just being isolated and on my own.” (F11)

The Role of Relationships

Most participants reconciled identity tensions through relationships – emphasizing that implicit bias cannot be managed alone. Several faculty described how
they valued sharing with others to reconcile their tensions. One faculty participant
stated,
“So I think I need to recognize that I’m not the only person…who is in need of
help with this endeavor. There are many other people who share the same sort of
drive that I have so I’m not alone in this. I think as more and more people join
forces we’ll be able to achieve that idealized destination” F04.
Faculty and residents differed in their description of how reconciling is
achieved through the relationships between teachers and learners. Most faculty
participants described themselves as “role models” (F02; F03; F05; F06; F08; F10;
F11), while most residents emphasized the need for guidance from faculty mentors.
For example, when describing how they reconcile biases by “constantly introspecting and meditating,” a faculty participant stated,
“So my role now for the rest of my life that I’m going to be working on professionally is to share the fact that our potential is huge and if I can get to be a role
model for my residents, medical students and clinical professionals working with
me to realize that they have a much bigger potential than they think they have,
then I think I would have done a good job.” (F06).

While most residents mentioned the potential of faculty mentors in helping
them to recognize and manage implicit biases, there were variable responses on
whether faculty could support these efforts. For residents, the potential support
from their relationship with their teachers was colored with tension when mentors
were not available. Residents also noted that mentors could only bring clarity and
reassurance within the context of safety. One resident stated that variation in faculty mentors led to a constant sense of “unpredictability” (R01), while another mentioned that there were only “few” faculty preceptors that encouraged reflecting on
biases and questioned if faculty received enough “formalized training” on biases
which motivated the resident to “seek external advice on this process” (R04). The
lack of available guidance was clearly identified by resident participants as a barrier to addressing implicit biases that are incongruent with the health professional
they aspired to be. Although faculty viewed themselves as role models, residents
also suggested that there were issues limiting the availability and reflective capacity of some faculty to effectively role model how to address implicit biases. Another
resident accepted the “humanity” of their teachers, emphasizing the importance of
“sympathizing” with each other (R02). One resident went on to state,
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“I think it's invaluable to hear the mentor's own experiences as they were going
through ... if they struggled with something similarly…because they have more
expertise and more time that they've spent working with people and we're just
novices. So I think that is an important piece. And it also, like I guess, creates a
space where if they ... if you're willing ... you're opening up…” (R10)

Figure 2

A model describing how feedback about implicit bias can foster behavior change
among residents and faculty. Derived from the results of a study exploring the relationship between identity and implicit bias among health care professionals, Schulich School of Medicine and Dentistry, Western University, Ontario, Canada, 2017.
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Discussion
We learned from our participants that implicit bias recognition and management is
fraught with challenges. Like previous research17, 19, 58, our results suggested that
recognizing one’s implicit biases triggers compartmentalization between the idealized professional identity and the actual personal identity. Successfully managing
implicit biases requires reconciliation of these identities through safe and supportive relationships between teachers and learners, and the concept of “striving while
accepting,” may hold promise for faculty and learners engaging in the process.

How Psychiatrists Describe Striving for the Ideal

As part of their training, many psychiatrists undergo psychotherapy supervision
where a framework is provided to question their assumptions and focus on unconscious aspects of their interactions with parents. Therefore, the identity of psychiatrists is likely to shape how our participants described their responses to feedback
about implicit biases and influence how they reconcile these biases. Our participants described how their unique professional identity increased their selfimposed pressure to manage biases related to dangerousness involving their patients. They also shared how they interpreted striving for the ideal as a process of
continuous reflection and improvement.
Striving while accepting is challenging within health professions education

Our finding that participants described a constant process of reflection and selfimprovement can be interpreted in the context of previous literature on professional identity formation. The health professional learner is gradually socialized
through their experiences24, 25, 59, through the influence of role models 60, 61 and the
formal and informal elements of their curriculum62. When health professionals face
experiences that suggest they are not living up to expectations, they may face feelings of inadequacy 63- 65 and imposter syndrome36, 66. Constantly striving to manage
one’s implicit biases within culture that rewards and incentivizes high achievement
and perfectionism 66, 67 has the potential to produce psychological distress for
learners. Since striving on its own may have negative consequences, what do we
know about accepting?
Facilitated acceptance is currently described either in the context of the
“struggling” learner or in the feedback literature68- 70. Teal and colleagues suggest
cognitive strategies are required to facilitate a developmental trajectory from denial of implicit bias to gradual acceptance14. Our study extends previous research to
emphasize the importance of fostering acceptance throughout the continuum of
health professions education. While our previous research highlighted how feedback about implicit bias triggers tensions related to health professional identity,
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our findings build upon previous theory to suggest that cognitive strategies that
facilitate balance between seemingly opposite processes are integral to recognizing
and managing implicit biases. We also learned that this process can be facilitated
through relationships.
Reconciling through relationships is different for faculty and learners

We found that recognizing and managing implicit biases requires looking outside
oneself towards relationships with others. Several authors have proposed models
for facilitated reflection of negative or challenging feedback71, 72. For our participants, there was dissonance between how teachers and learners reconciled their
implicit biases. While both groups brought up the importance of reconciling
through relationships, they viewed role modeling differently. Residents desperately
wanted guidance on bias management, and saw potential in their faculty mentors to
provide it, but this potential is too often unrealized. While faculty may identify their
own struggles, and see themselves as role models, they are not recognizing and
managing their biases convincingly enough for many of their learners. If the potential for honest conversations between resident and faculty is not being actualized,
we must investigate the role of relationships and implicit bias further. A deeper
investigation into the relational dynamics of emotionally challenging topics such as
implicit bias is necessary to advance efforts towards equity.
Implications

Leveraging an individual’s desire to strive for an idealized professional self may
facilitate practice changes related to implicit bias recognition if balanced through
facilitated reflection on accepting one’s shortcomings. These findings are useful for
individuals and organizations looking for evidence-informed approaches to integrate implicit bias recognition and management.
Limitations

Our deliberate choice to sample psychiatrists from a single institution and explore
implicit biases towards mental illness flavors the findings of this research. Future
work could explore our findings among community psychiatrists who do not work
in an academic setting and are not actively involved in working with resident or
undergraduate learners The IAT has its own limitations as a measure and has been
critiqued in the literature73-76. We therefore emphasized the use of the IAT as a
prompt to trigger reflection.
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Conclusions
Discussions about implicit bias within health professional education trigger identity
tensions, and striving for self-improvement while accepting individual shortcomings may provide a model for successfully reconciling such tensions and managing
implicit biases. Enacting the concept of striving while accepting may require honest
and authentic relationships between teachers and learners.
.
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Abstract
INTRODUCTION: Emerging research on implicit bias recognition and management
within health professions describes individually focused educational interventions
without considering workplace influences. Workplace learning theories highlight
how individual agency and workplace structures dynamically interact to produce
change within individuals and learning environments. Promoting awareness of
individual biases shaped by clinical learning environments may therefore represent
a unique type of workplace learning. We sought to explore how individuals and the
workplace learning environment interact once awareness of implicit biases are
triggered within learners.
METHOD: In accordance with longitudinal case study methodology and informed
by constructivist grounded theory, we conducted multiple longitudinal interviews
with physician and nurse participants over 12 months.

RESULTS: Our results suggest that implicit bias recognition provokes dissonance
among participants leading to frustration, and critical questioning of workplace
constraints. Once awareness is triggered, participants began reflecting on their
biases and engaging in explicit behavioural changes that influenced the perception
of structural changes within the learning environment itself. Collaboration, communication and role modeling within teams appeared to facilitate the process as
individual and workplace affordances were gradually transformed.

CONCLUSION: Our findings suggest a potential model for understanding how individual learners adaptively reinvent their role in response to disruptions in their
learning environment.
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Introduction
Workplace learning theorists describe how social forces within clinical learning
environments influence the interaction between individuals and their workplace.
While some workplace learning theories emphasize social structures and minimize
the role of individual agency, theorists such as Eraut and Billet describe learning as
a process of real-world engagement between individuals and workplace environments1,2. Therefore, learning in the workplace will depend on the individual’s preexisting cognitive experiences and the interaction between individual and social
norms3. Any learning environment may also contain tacit influences including
norms that impact individual behaviour4 while remaining unrecognized2 If a learning activity that provokes awareness of these norms is introduced, individual learners are likely to engage with and construct workplace practices as they negotiate
and remake their learning environment3. Emerging literature on implicit bias within health professions education posits that implicit biases are the result of latent
forces that lead to stereotype-based assumptions about certain patient groups5-7.
Managing implicit biases among learners is often difficult because they enact their
influence outside conscious awareness8,9. Despite recent efforts to integrate implicit
bias into health professions education, research has largely centered on individual
interventions without considering workplace influences10.
There are several reasons why implicit bias recognition curricula may involve
a unique form of workplace learning. Exercises such as the implicit association test
(IAT), which use response latency to bring implicit biases into conscious awareness
for learners11 may trigger dissonance for learners. Once such awareness is triggered, exploring the process of negotiation that ensues may provide insight regarding the processes that shape and remake workplace practices. If extended further,
fostering awareness of individual implicit biases includes awareness of how such
biases are shaped by roles, norms and structures within the workplace environment. Therefore, increasing awareness of implicit bias may trigger both dissonance
and critical reflexivity12-14, influencing the process of learning within the workplace
in novel ways.
As part of our effort to grapple meaningfully with the issue of implicit bias in
the workplace, we sought to explore how individuals and workplace learning environments influence each other to produce change following a learning activity that
disrupts workplace norms. We hoped to draw out how the process of bringing implicit biases into conscious awareness influenced workplace learning and how implicit bias recognition and management could potentially shape workplace transformation..
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Methods
Our study was designed utilizing the overarching methodology of an instrumental
case study. Literature on qualitative case study research describes how to explore a
topic through a rich and in-depth investigation. An instrumental case is used to
improve an understanding about a question while the case plays a supportive or
secondary role15. We adopted a longitudinal interviewing strategy, which provides
an opportunity to explore change in both individual and group trajectories through
time16.
Both Stake15 and Yin17 have described case studies in accordance with a
constructivist paradigm18. Constructivism assumes that individuals construct the
realities in which they participate, and constructivist grounded theory affords the
researcher an opportunity to engage in inductive analysis of themes. Our approach
to collection and analysis of interview data was consistent with principles of constructivist grounded theory, as we iteratively collected data and engaged in constant comparative analysis to build a conceptual framework19,20.
Our intention from the inception of this study was to explore how individuals respond to change and exercise their agency within the workplace environment;
it was not to evaluate a learning activity. Our intervention served as a prompt to
explore the disruption in the workplace environment and how workplace learning
proceeded from this disruption. Our approach to qualitative research was rooted in
a desire to understand the dynamic social process of how our educational program
could become adapted and embedded in routine practice21.
Setting and intervention

Our work began through the lived experience and observations of the principal
investigator, which suggested that the emergency department is particularly suited
to exploring interactions and change related to implicit bias. We anticipated that
the cognitive pressures of an emergency department workplace22 would be a suitable setting to explore the dynamic influences between individuals and the workplace.
We conducted a 4-h learning activity for practicing physician and nurse attendees, which was informed by research suggesting that implicit labeling and
avoidance behaviours by health providers are perceived as discriminatory by patients and caregivers23. Using these findings, and informed by existing literature on
implicit bias recognition and management24-29,6,8,10, we designed a curriculum that
included didactic lecture, group discussion, role play, debriefing and self-reflection
exercises. The training aimed to bring implicit bias regarding individuals with mental illness into conscious awareness for learners, and to foster critical reflection
while enhancing conscious efforts to overcome bias. The activity began with an
individual and group reflection exercise on how cultural practices and history in118
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fluence the development of workplace norms. This exercise was followed by didactic teaching on the science of implicit bias which emphasized how implicit bias
influences individual behaviours and patient outcomes in the context of an emergency department. Participants then engaged in a role-play exercise to foster empathy and perspective-taking, followed by case discussion using examples relevant to
the participants’ context. The activity concluded with group discussion that consolidated key points.
Study participants

We used purposeful theoretical sampling, seeking equal representation from physicians and nurses. Of the 21 workshop attendees (10 physicians and 11 nurses), 10
agreed to participate in longitudinal interviews and an additional 4 participants
agreed to participate in a single interview approximately 12 months after the intervention. Of these 14 participants, 7 were nurses and 7 were physicians. Once two
sets of longitudinal interviews were completed with the original 10 participants,
the 4 additional participants were recruited to explore key themes identified in our
initial data.
Data collection and analysis

After the April 2016 intervention, the first interviews took place from June to August of 2016. Participants took part in 45–60 min semi-structured interviews, with
a physician conducting the physician interviews and a nurse conducting the nursing
interviews. We asked participants to reflect on changes in their attitude or behaviour since the educational activity, and on how their individual learning was influenced by their workplace environment. Using the iterative approach characteristic
of grounded theory, data collection and data analysis unfolded concurrently. For
example, we revised the discussion guide after the first several interviews to include questions about perceived changes in self and observed changes in others, as
we identified these ideas as potentially important in initial transcripts. We invited
the same participants for longitudinal follow-up interviews, 8–10 months after
their initial meeting.
Interviews were transcribed and analyzed using line by line coding, followed by selective and then axial coding to explore the relationships among codes.
We used an analytic approach of constant comparison, consistent with grounded
theory principles; by comparing data within and across codes, we were able to raise
the level of analysis from the categorical to the conceptual. Data collection and
analysis continued until theoretical sufficiency was established to support a conceptual model of results30.
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Reflexivity
Our research team included a child and adolescent psychiatrist and doctoral student in health professions education (JS), a registered nurse in paediatrics and
mental health (AM), and three experienced qualitative health professions education
researchers, two of whom are physicians with experience studying learning in clinical settings (PT and CW), and one of whom is a Ph.D.-trained researcher with a
background in rhetoric and experience studying health care team function, professional identity formation and workplace learning (LL). AM provided research support and was recruited to participate as a registered nurse to ensure that both a
physician and nurse were engaged in collection and analysis from the inception of
the study. AM conducted the nurse interviews and JS conducted the physician interviews. JS completed line by line coding with regular consultation and discussion
with AM. As selective and axial coding began and relationships emerged, CW was
consulted and participated in analysis throughout the process. LL and PT provided
input into study design and methods and were involved in discussions about results
as they were synthesized and nascent theory was developed. The authors remained
attentive to discrepant examples during analysis, ensuring that any theory building
could account for their occurrence.

Results
As illustrated by Fig. 1, our results suggest that, once individual biases were
brought into conscious awareness, participants experienced dissonance between
their idealized role and their current practices. Participants’ initial helplessness and
frustration prompted reflection on workplace factors that constrained their efforts
to create change. The cultivation of a safe environment for discussing bias allowed
participants to critically reflect, and motivated them to make behavioural changes,
even if these changes challenged sociocultural norms. Over time, small behavioural
changes were modeled and observed by others, workplace norms were questioned,
and gradual shifts within individuals, teams, and the environment itself were noted.
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Figure 1

Figure 1 - Illustrates existing workplace norms, behaviours and how implicit bias
recognition and management provoked adaption of behaviours through critical questioning of assumptions. Percieved changes were reinforced through role modeling,
communication and collaboration
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Awareness triggers frustration, highlighting workplace constraints
As implicit biases were brought into conscious awareness, most participants described a sense of frustration that they were not fulfilling their idealized role with
individuals with mental illness. They knew that patients with mental illness were
often avoided, and they perceived themselves as unable and ineffective with this
patient population. One physician described an “inability to cope,” leading to a desire to avoid patients and send residents to interact with them instead (MD1), while
another physician noted that the workshop raised questions about whether patients with mental illness are “in the right place,” stating, “Do I have the skills to
deal with this? Like, I wish I knew more!” (MD2) Another physician described how
the workshop exposed feelings of helplessness, highlighting a “lack of control” over
the “patient’s journey,” as a “recipe for frustration.” (MD3).
Several nurses also acknowledged that awareness of their biases was related to feelings of doubt and helplessness:
Because I can’t fix them. I can’t give them an Advil and make them better. I
can’t hook them up to a monitor to check that their heart is okay. I have no
resources and no things to help them so that will foster a bias for everybody.
(RN5)

In addition to frustration, all participants described in their initial interviews that their ability to apply what they had learned was subject to workplace
constraints that were outside their individual control. For example, participants did
not believe that mere awareness of implicit biases towards individuals with mental
illness would change an emergency room culture that emphasizes time and efficiency. One physician described a “hidden curriculum” in the emergency department, where the incentives provided for efficient care delivery restrict physicians’
ability to engage.(MD1). A nurse described how patients with mental illness pose a
challenge within such a culture:
…unfortunately some things take time and mental health sometimes is not
something you can fix in a two-minute conversation or an hour-long conversation…and I think that’s where we struggle because we want people in and out
of our emergency department really quickly because then we know that we’ve
helped them. (RN2)
Once bias is recognized, participants adapt through explicit changes in
behaviour

Participants’ heightened awareness of how implicit biases influence the healthcare
experience for patients with mental illness, coupled with their own frustration at
the realities of their workplace, often triggered cognitive dissonance. Over time,
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participants appeared to reflect on this dissonance and to share their frustration
with their peers. We found that this process of reflection—particularly when a safe
environment to do so was present—seemed to motivate participants to adaptively
reinvent their role within their workplace environment.
Participants reflective efforts were directed both inward, toward the self,
and outward, toward peers and the workplace. Participants described a reflective
process that was conscious and included critical questioning of assumptions and
roles:
I think that’s what the workshop was really good at, opening people’s mind to
the fact that maybe not everything – maybe they do need to be self-analyzed
a little more because maybe a lot of these ingrained habits are not based on
the ideals that they would necessarily want them to be based on. (MD3)
Most participants highlighted questioning as a force that both motivated
change and reinforced new behaviours. Questioning facilitated a shift in thinking,
away from the idea that patients with mental illness cannot be fixed, and toward
the idea of shared responsibility for providing high quality patient care. Several
months after the intervention, for example, one nurse participant described questioning a policy that required them to fill out a violence sheet for all mental health
patients (RN4), and a physician described how their awareness led to consistent
questioning when differences in care were identified,
…if there’s any kind of patient that is not being seen as timely as another patient, I always look through the lens of why this could be happening…So every
time I see that happening, every shift that I have, I think to myself ‘Are we being biased against this patient?’ (MD3)

Awareness fostered behavioural changes among our participants; many
described consciously replacing their biased behaviours with new ones, such as
engaging with patients instead of avoiding them. A physician described how their
new awareness shaped a change in their behaviours:
I probably am going into the rooms a little bit more, like having empathy for
the fact that these patients have been somewhat marginalized to the house
staff. Whereas … we tend to show more of an interest in the medical patients,
because that’s our thing. (MD5)

Several participants shared that talking about bias in an open and safe environment promoted reflection and discussion. One physician stated that they were
more likely to “volunteer” information about their biases and that the subsequent
discussion promoted further reflection (MD3), and another noted that promoting a
learning environment where individuals would not feel “judged” by others reduced
their feeling of being “threatened” and promoted open discussion (MD5). By inviting dialogue, participants described a process of collaboration and sharing with
their peers. One nurse stated that they previously felt alone and now they realized
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that their colleagues are “in the same boat” (RN4). The same participant shared that
knowing that “people that I work with who are just as uncomfortable as I am,”
helped to provide “courage” to change (RN4).
Behaviour changes are reinforced through communication, collaboration and
role modeling among peers

Communication and collaboration among peers were also perceived as important
to sustaining change. For example, one physician participant suggested that if
change agents were individuals with “social” influence, then their involvement in
learning activities would have a greater impact on the workplace environment
(MD3), while a nurse participant mentioned how change can persist despite barriers if change agents are “persuasive enough talkers.” (RN4). Another physician
described a specific instance where, after the intervention, a nurse stood up to advocate for a teen who was struggling with mental illness and colleagues perceived
her actions as “a small act of advocacy” that made a significant difference to those
who witnessed it:
But this nurse, I remember her saying ‘No, you need to go back into the department and we’re going to find a bed for this kid.” She was very good about
advocating for this patient rather than letting them sit out in the waiting
room… I’m not sure if more than a year ago I would’ve seen that. So small
acts of advocacy, even when we’re limited in space makes a difference and I
think that slowly does trickle down to everyone else who – Because a lot of,
especially our junior nurses are learning by example and if you get the good
example then they’re going to follow it. (MD2)

More specifically, once individual awareness of implicit bias was brought
into explicit awareness and behaviors adapted, discussion and observation among
and between peers helped to decrease fear and improve confidence. Participants
described how modifying communication patterns influenced behaviours and promoted change. Most noted that there were changes in communication with both
patients and peers, which gradually shifted behaviour across the workplace:
If you highlight a problem and you do it in enough that where it’s broad
enough that people have the same language, I think it’s much more likely to
stick and become the new norm. I think if you have like two people and
they’re advocating for a certain change, I think it’s harder to get that momentum going where people have that license to say “Oh yeah, we talked
about this workshop, remember?” or, you know, that kind of stuff. I think
when you have enough penetrance into the group, I think you’re much more
likely to have change. (MD3)
Most participants described the role of the team and how team members
influence one another to promote and sustain change.
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It’s a team effort so the fact that if one person forgets to check on them (patient with mental illness)…then there’s someone to be like, ‘hey we can’t forget this person,’ and then I think the next time they get someone (with mental
illness), they’re more like to be like, ‘right, this is something that is important
and I need to pay attention… (RN7).

Participants increasingly recognized the value of role-modeling in supporting change. Discussion of the influence of role models was more prominent in the
later than earlier interviews. Nurse participants made several references to the
difference between junior and senior staff. One described the importance of influencing junior nurses because senior staff are “set in their ways.” (RN2). Several
participants also suggested that newer staff model the behaviours of more senior
nurses. As one nurse explained,
I think that there is more change. I think that the newer staff kind of look at
how some of our older staff treat –not older staff, but other staff treat the patients and I think they are trying to make their practice similar to that. So I
see a lot of the newer staff offering stuff like food and drinks and making sure
that they have everything they need for their patients. (RN1)
Several nurse participants also described how role-modeling occurred
across and between generations of nurses. For example, one nurse described the
importance of role modeling a “calming influence” on others, stating,
I am at a point in my career where not only can I role model for people who
have less experience than me, but I can also do that to people who have more
experience than by by how I interact with them and how I can ask questions…I
don’t think it’s effective to just challenge them straight up; I think that if you
can get people to be slightly reflective in that moment, that they’ll probably
come to the right conclusions on their own. (RN4)
When confidence increases, some individuals become affordances

During the initial interviews, participants’ confidence that they could influence the
workplace learning environment was variable. Some participants felt that individual change could transform culture and structures, while others initially felt individuals could not change the learning environment. For those who felt they could influence their workplace, the idea that they were a role model to younger staff and
trainees increased their sense of self-efficacy, thereby providing increased impetus
for change. Some participants even expressed a sense of control over structural
barriers. For example, one physician affirmed their personal value of finding patient-centered solutions, despite the emergency department’s emphasis on efficiency:
My bias is to minimize my exposure to them, but that that is not necessarily
the best for the patient, so just trying to work actively to overcome that…I
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remind myself that there is a possibility that this is not going to be as time
consuming…that helps me kind of say…Let’s go see this patient and get things
going. (MD5)

In their follow up interviews, participants described that individuals and
environments influenced each other in mutually reciprocal ways. While initial interviews suggested that structural and cultural forces influenced learners and diminished changes in perspective and practice, follow-up data suggested that learners with high confidence and agency might influence change in structures and cultures. One nurse participant who after the initial interview stated, “I know I’m not
the greatest mental health nurse” stated that despite “systemic barriers” they felt
change was possible even several months after the initial education (RN2). For
example, this nurse acknowledged how time is a barrier to change yet stated, “I
think that sometimes you may not be able to spend like a long period but you need
to make sure that it’s quality time that you’re spending…sometimes it’s not like
quantity over quality” (RN2). They went on to state, “I think there’s always going to
be barriers no matter what and we’re always going to have to figure out how to get
around them (RN2).”
A physician participant denied that time and emergency culture was a barrier to change, emphasizing that when a patient with mental health difficulties may
potentially experience unequal treatment, there should be a commitment to “making it work.” (MD2). A nurse stated,
I think any little bit that we can try to do to overcome them (barriers) is going to be positive, and I don’t think that because of the barriers we should
stop trying to do it. Yes, there still are some major barriers…But I think that
some of the tools that we’ve learned in the workshop and the perspectives
that we’ve gained from it that the barriers will still be there, but we can still
take from that and utilize that. (RN5)

While all participants described a change in their workplace over time,
their characterizations of the degree of change within the learning environment
varied. One described the change as “slight” (MD2), while another described change
as a “passive observation” of “less pushback” from staff regarding engaging with
mental health patients (MD6). When asked about more specific examples of how
change was sustained over time, there was contradiction among most participants.
Upon analyzing this contradiction further, it appeared that participants acknowledged some type of change while denying change in other domains. Participants
who were the most critical of change also acknowledged that their awareness of
biases in themselves and their learning environment had shifted. For example, one
nurse participant initially stated: “Nothing has really changed as far as my ability to
guide the patient and to assist all the team members and work together. I don’t feel
like my role has really changed that much.” (RN5) They shared in the same interview that their “awareness” of their biases increased and they reflected more about
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how their biases influenced their patients, “I’m realizing ‘okay this is why you’re
thinking this’ and ‘this is what you’ve seen’ so I’m more aware instead of just automatically not being aware…” (RN5).
One physician noted that the change became less noticeable over time because new behaviours were replaced with new attitudes that became “assumed”
and “automatic.” They went on to explain:
So if there’s a change in the culture, the way you described that here’s a new
dominant force, that this is not what we’re going to do. This is a new normal.
(MD3)

Overall, participants described a process where, through initial questioning, they communicated and collaborated with colleagues to co-construct change
within themselves and their learning environment, transforming themselves and
their workplace over time.

Discussion
Our participants suggested that, as education brings implicit bias to explicit awareness for individual learners, the resulting dissonance between the individual and
their learning environment prompts critical reflection. As individuals adapt with
new behaviours, observing and discussing with peers can decrease fear and improve confidence. Eventually, behaviours that are modeled through social influence
are perceived to increase, and individuals describe the process of remaking their
learning environment. Our findings illuminate the relational interdependence between individuals and workplaces described by other theorists, while emphasizing
the critical role of role models as key workplace affordances. We illustrate a conceptual model derived from these findings in Fig. 1.
Efforts to promote awareness of implicit bias and to manage its impact demand a particularly challenging kind of workplace learning—one that provokes
critical questioning of norms. Our participants described a gradual process from the
dissonance triggered once implicit biases were brought into conscious awareness,
and a suggested resolution through the adoption of more egalitarian and empathic
behaviour. Barriers to this behavior change, although daunting at first, tended to be
perceived as less salient over time.
Our participants described an initial resistance to change that was influenced
by the culture and structure of the emergency environment. This observation reinforces previous descriptions of the structures that can influence individual learning.
For example, social and cultural structures embedded in practice may constrain or
enable opportunities for participation31. Recurrent patterns of activities over time
give rise to a shared and negotiated system of socially and culturally meaningful
structures that become reified over time; as a result, healthcare environments often
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resist change32. In response to educational experiences, learners therefore have the
potential to re-create the environments in which they work and learn, and to shape
what opportunities there are for change33.
Once confronted with awareness about their biases, our participants seemed
to approach their dilemma with a new behaviour. The specific process of change
described by our participants provides an example of how individual agency is
shaped by social forces. Exercising agency requires effort and conscious intentions
by learners3. Through workplace participation, learners encounter a series of behaviours that they try out which may or may not produce change. These behaviours
involve social interaction and are always set within social and cultural contexts 34,35.
Our participants appear to have been influenced by the social context of their nearpeers, fostered through open communication, confidence building and shared experience. This process of “co-construction” of knowledge through relational interaction with a social source36, is illustrated in our participants who perceived their
ability to influence social and structural change within their learning environment.
Our findings also call attention to how role models shape the process by which
individuals become affordances. The social process of sharing, modifying communication and explicit role modeling may thereby increase agency and shape the development of a more equitable workplace culture. Over time, individuals may become affordances and shape tacit knowledge for future participants. Almost all our
participants referenced how awareness of their role as teachers for junior staff
reinforced the modeling of new behaviours despite workplace constraints.
The role of a safe space in which to grapple with the challenge of implicit bias
across the professions merits attention. We deliberately created our intervention
with equal numbers of both physician and nurse participants. Several participants
noted that this learning activity was the only activity since they have entered into
practice where physicians and nurses learned together. This information is useful
to consider for future research as continuing medical education activities outside of
the workplace at conferences or seminars may not facilitate sharing and coconstruction in the same manner as delivering implicit bias recognition and management programs within workplace environments.
There are several limitations to this work. Most notably, we conducted a research study with a group of participants that engaged in a learning activity that
was designed and led by two of the authors. This creates a dilemma related to social
desirability and should be considered as part of the interpretation of our results.
Most co-authors had no role in the educational intervention, which helped filter
data analysis and interpretation through multiple perspectives. Our data were also
limited to interviews, and not all workshop participants agreed to be interviewed.
Thus, we acknowledge both the inherent limitation that interviews represent selfreport and that those who participated may have had views that were distinct from
those who did not. Despite these limitation, our study provides a detailed description on how individual and social interactions may shape what Billet describes as
“cultural remaking and transformation”3. Also, our study took place in a specific
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workplace setting and culture of a paediatric emergency department and results
are necessarily a product of that context. However, our thick and explicit descriptions of contextual factors, methods and analysis of raw data15,37 should facilitate
consideration of transferability by our audience.
Our exploration of implicit bias as a type of workplace learning underscores
the need for further research on how individual agency is fostered to facilitate cultural, structural and social change. Our experience suggests that since the ability to
exercise agency to effect change may be gradually acquired and deployed, research
approaches that can address the temporal dynamics of change, such as longitudinal
interviewing, may be especially valuable.
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Summary of Research Findings
Five interconnected research studies contained within this thesis sought to explore
the process of teaching and learning about implicit bias as it relates to individuals
and clinical learning environments.

In chapter three we learned that implicit labeling of patients with mental illness as
time-consuming or unfixable led to unintentional avoidance behaviours from physicians and nurses, which were perceived as prejudicial and discriminatory by patients and caregivers. This study found that education that focuses on patientprofessional relationships and fosters common human identities has the potential
to improve empathy and reduce disparities.

Chapter four described how participants experienced tension when provided with
feedback about their implicit bias. Participants found that learning about their implicit biases might conflict with an idealized version of themselves that was impossible to achieve. They also described how as health professionals, they felt they
should not hold biases, while in their personal lives, they acknowledged that biases
are pervasive. This study suggested that once individuals were made aware of their
implicit biases through education, they needed to confront and negotiate the tension between their professional and their idealized selves in order to manage these
biases effectively.

Chapters five and six explored how potentially threatening feedback about implicit
biases is processed and integrated and how resulting tensions are reconciled. In
these studies participants critiqued the implicit association test (IAT) and questioned its credibility, but also described the experience of receiving feedback about
their biases as positive or neutral. Once implicit biases were brought into conscious
awareness, participants suggested that they reconciled identity tensions through a
process described as striving for the ideal while accepting the actual. They also
reported that relational dynamics appeared to influence the process.
Chapter seven provided a longitudinal exploration of how individuals and their
clinical learning environment dynamically influence one another once hidden biases have been revealed. Consistent with previous chapters, implicit bias recognition
provoked dissonance leading to frustration and critical questioning of workplace
constraints. As participants reflected on their biases, they began engaging in explicit behavioural changes that contributed to the perception of structural changes
within the environment itself. Collaboration, communication and role modeling
within interprofessional teams appeared to facilitate the process of perceived
change as individual and workplace affordances gradually transformed.
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Together, this body of research proposes:
1) Implicit biases may provoke behaviours that are perceived by patients as
discriminatory or prejudicial, despite the best intentions and conscious
goals of the health professionals involved.
2) Facilitating conscious awareness of an individual’s implicit biases is a
unique form of feedback that may provoke tension, trigger reflection and
motivate behaviour change.
3) Reconciling bias-related feedback requires striving for the ideal version of
an individual’s professional identity while accepting their intrinsic humanity and vulnerability.
4) Implicit bias recognition and management for health professions involves
an iterative process of feedback seeking, role reflection, and practice
change that centers upon sharing and dialogue.
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General Discussion
Advancing Implicit Bias Recognition and Management Curricula
Mitigating bias through education is complicated, and some previous research has
attempted to grapple with the challenge. Several authors have described how bringing biases into awareness through exercises such as completing the IAT and engaging in discussion and reflection may be useful 1-6 yet multiple reviews acknowledge
that such activities may prompt negative reactions and defensive attitudes from
health professionals 7,8 Others describe how fostering mindful practice 9 or slowing
clinical decision making 10 may be sufficient. A further educational strategy involves
breaking bias habits through changing habitual responses 11. Longitudinal strategies may be required; for example, Byrne & Tanesini suggest that single interventions have limited potential to effect meaningful change, and instead promote the
inculcation of new habits through ongoing efforts to couple critical reflection and
automatic stereotypic suppression 12. Therefore, addressing implicit bias through
education involves awareness, reflection and practice.

Our research adds several new insights to the understanding of how education
might be effectively applied to the problem of implicit bias. We found that feedback
seeking, role reflection, goal setting and role modeling can be supported and sustained through sharing and dialogue. Recognizing and managing implicit biases also
requires a balance between striving for ideals while accepting shortcomings. The
process cannot be achieved by individuals alone. Figure 1 below depicts a synthesis
of all findings as an integrated theory of implicit bias recognition and management.
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Figure 1- A Model for Implicit Bias Recognition and Management

Our findings advance existing knowledge by introducing a dilemma not previously
explored related to implicit bias and education: How do we break bias without
breaking ourselves? While we know that bringing an individual’s implicit biases into
conscious awareness may also have unintended consequences, our participants
described deeply emotional reactions. When they were afforded an opportunity to
look in the mirror, they were confronted with a vulnerability that they were not
expecting. The resulting reflection, reconciliation and behavioural changes related
to the tensions between who they are and who they strive to be.
Mitigating Bias through cultivation of a Shared Human Identity
Much of what we know about implicit bias comes from the work of authors such as
Gaertner and Dovidio who suggest that the juxtaposition of good intentions and
negative bias towards different racial groups produces a unique pattern of discriminatory behaviour called aversive racism that is difficult to address through education 13,14. If applied to implicit bias within healthcare, authors have described two
distinct types of aversion. First, health professionals may avoid interactions with
members of stigmatized patient groups because of the professionals’ discomfort
and anxiety, and second, health professionals may have an aversive reaction when
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they realize that they might harbor implicit bias themselves 15. The latter selfaversion may be experienced as a kick-back or defense reaction. Self-aversion involves distancing oneself from the aspects of their identity that may demonstrate
bias or racism. For example, if a health professional authentically believes in egalitarian values and wishes to promote equitable treatment of patients from all
groups, the suggestion that they demonstrate bias forces them to confront something about themselves they do not wish to acknowledge or accept.

Implicit bias is too complex for existing models for cultural competence education
which emphasize over-simplistic thinking about prejudice. Suggesting that there
are “good” people who can educate “bad” people to stop their discriminatory behaviours perpetuates stereotypes by attributing undesirable attitudes and behaviours to a social group that no one wants to identify with. Confronting bias in that
way therefore has the potential to trigger experiences of blame and shame. In contrast, Gaertner & Dovidio explored strategies to mitigate bias and suggested that
mechanisms that reduce indifference and increase the perception of connectedness
between both stigmatized and privileged groups may be more effective 15. Instead
of perpetuating disconnection between health professionals and patients, reversing
the social categorization from “us” and “them” to “we” may improve relatedness
and decrease the negative impact of bias 16.

Our findings are consistent with Gaertner and Dovidio’s work, and suggest that
implicit bias recognition and management involves looking in the mirror instead of
pointing the finger. Chapter three described the unintentional avoidance behaviours that resulted from confluence of helplessness, frustration and resource constraints. Participants suggested that education to address implicit bias must promote an intentional shift away from discriminatory labels, and towards a shared
human identity. Participants also mentioned that fostering intentional behaviour
change was an important tool in managing bias. In Chapter seven, physicians and
nurses responded to the distress and anxiety that was evoked by their awareness of
implicit biases by questioning sociocultural norms, explicitly changing their biased
behaviours and resisting structural and organizational forces that perpetuate biases and stigma.
Along our journey, chapter four introduced a wrinkle in the process. When our
participants were confronted with their biases, their reflection was drawn back to
their identity. Having bias meant they did not belong, because this knowledge conflicted with an idealized version of themselves that they aspired towards, yet could
struggle to achieve. This information was difficult for them to reconcile. In contrast
with previous research on feedback, their experiences of self-doubt and their compelling emotional reactions did not appear to distract from their learning and the
process of behavioural change that was triggered.
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Feedback, Reflection and Identity Intersect
Consistent with the process described above, awareness is the first step to breaking
our biased habits. However, I propose that bringing implicit biases into conscious
awareness for learners is more intricate than the educational strategies currently
described within health professions education literature. Biases are developed over
time and many become ingrained, automatic and difficult to access. Therefore, brief
educational interventions such as completing IAT cannot advance meaningful and
sustainable change within individuals and learning environments. If conceptualized
as a form of feedback, implicit bias recognition expands from a singular curricular
activity to a constant and iterative process of cultivating feedback and reflection on
how behaviours, decisions and communication may be misperceived by patients
who have had stigmatizing experiences with healthcare professionals.
Most educational interventions to reduce bias involve some form of reflection.
While a detailed discussion regarding reflection within health professions education is outside the scope of this thesis, Ng et al’s review suggests that reflection may
be conceptualized as a theory of reflective practice or a form of critical social inquiry 17. Our findings suggest that teaching and learning about implicit bias may be
considered from both perspectives.

Implicit bias recognition and management may be positioned as a form of iterative,
continuous, yet transformative reflective practice. The constant, iterative nature of
feedback, reflection and action is familiar to audiences from several disciplines that
seek improvement processes. Several theorists describe how continuous cycles of
experience, reflection and action relate to individuals and learning environments 1822. Described in other terms, promotion of continuous recognition and management
of implicit biases may align with a “way of being,” that is shared, modeled and internalized through relationships between teachers and learners.

In contrast, critical reflection considers how broader forces contribute to oppression, marginalization and power imbalances. Chapter seven describes how implicit
bias awareness triggered critical questioning of workplace constraints and facilitated the re-shaping of workplace structures. Consistent with the call for moving beyond cultural competence towards “critical consciousness” described in the thesis
introduction 23, implicit bias recognition and management may facilitate transformation in power relations.
Our research sheds light on the intersection between reflection and group identity.
Participants reflected not only on how their biases might influence their role as
professionals seeking optimal outcomes for their patients, but also on what their
biases revealed about their true selves. The bias they see in the mirror thus reflects
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their shortcomings, defects and vulnerabilities. In this powerful moment, the aversion suggested by Gaertner and Dovidio became a form of self-aversion that provoked fear and helplessness. Thus, reflecting on implicit biases is an area of health
professions education where personal and professional become intertwined. This
poses a challenge to traditional advice regarding effective feedback, which suggests
that because feedback directed at the self may threaten identity and distract from
learning, it is best avoided. But in this circumstance, identity and behavior are so
linked that feedback cannot but approach the self.

Set in the context of feedback research, our findings draw links between feedback
research and implicit bias recognition and management. Several studies on feedback in health professions highlight the importance of facilitated feedback conversations 24-32. For example, Sargeant and colleagues propose the R2C2 model, suggesting that reflective performance feedback can be facilitated through developing
a relationship, exploring the recipient’s reaction and content of feedback data to
coach towards performance change 28. Sargeant’s model acknowledges the importance of asking non-judgmental questions and exploring emotional reactions,
yet suggests remaining focused on “one or two specific opportunities from the
feedback data” to address. Our findings on implicit bias related feedback demonstrate that there are certain types of feedback that are particularly difficult to navigate. For example, two individuals may react very differently to feedback information about being biased. Even our participants who received feedback that they
did not demonstrate implicit bias were still provoked through the exercise of taking
the IAT to consider that they might hold biases. Therefore, our research provides
insight regarding how to address self-related feedback that may threaten an individual’s ideals. In learning they have or may have bias, they are also learning that
they are flawed and will never achieve perfection. While existing research on feedback in health professions emphasizes how to coach towards change, we suggest
considering how feedback conversations can balance striving for the ideal while
accepting one’s shortcomings.
Disruption, Dissonance and Transformative Learning
We found that feedback, reflection and practice change related to implicit bias involves disruption and dissonance. Throughout several of our studies, participants
describe the frustration and helplessness evoked when they realize they may
demonstrate implicit bias despite their best intentions. The discrepancy that develops between an individual’s idealized and actual self-appraisal can serve as a useful
tool to motivate reflection and practice change. Consistent with motivational interviewing techniques, our research suggests that developing discrepancy is a tool that
can be utilized to motivate behaviour change 33,34.
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Thus, implicit bias recognition and management may be positioned as a form of
transformative learning. In contrast to additive learning, transformative learning
seeks to increase awareness of how we construct reality, and how we become “critically aware of how and why our assumptions have come to constrain the way we
perceive, understand, and feel about the world. 35” .Through this process, Mezirow
suggests that we change our “structures of habitual expectation to make possible a
more inclusive, discriminating and integrative perspective35”. Mezirow argued that
transformative learning occurs through painful experiences that may trigger individual learners to question deeply held beliefs and assumptions, followed by sharing and dialogue 36,37. He argued that transformative learning is a process and requires triggering experiences along with critical reflection and dialogue with others
35.
Our findings suggest that implicit bias related feedback is an example of a stressful
experience that may trigger a transformative process. We found that once feedback
is received, the resulting dissonance and disruption has a significant impact on the
learner. Participants described emotional reactions to IAT related feedback and
sought reconciliation. They found that discussing and sharing their biases openly
within a safe learning environment helped them feel comfortable and motivated to
address their biases. This finding aligns with models for facilitating debriefing after
feedback is received where relational dynamics and a non-judgmental approach are
important components of the feedback conversation 24,28. Therefore, we suggest
that implicit bias recognition and management requires discussion and facilitation.

Our participants also described a paradox between justifying their biases while
acknowledging that biases exist and should be managed. They experienced challenging emotions, yet described their experience as positive. The resulting tension
provoked discussion, reflection and a desire to seek reconciliation. In previous research on public encounters with the IAT, Yen and colleagues propose that discussions of implicit bias and reflection on one’s bias may serve to reconcile the selfaversion that results from bias awareness. They argue that presenting oneself as
tolerant and open-minded provides individuals with an opportunity to reconcile
their biases by taking a moral high ground 38. While previous research is relevant
for a general audience, our findings highlight that health professionals learn about
bias within a context that considers bias a uniquely undesirable trait. The moral
high ground for health professionals is a Shangri-La that will never be discovered. If
bias awareness triggers self-doubt and provokes learners to work harder towards
an impossible goal, then we caution about the implications that bias awareness may
have for learner well-being.

Bias awareness is also a unique form of transformative learning because it disrupts
both the individual and the learning environment. Health professionals must accept
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that they have bias, can never eliminate their bias, and are learning within an environment that reinforces and contributes to these biases. As chapter seven describes, reconciling bias involves changing behaviour while critically questioning
the norms and assumptions that developed biases and perpetuated discrimination
within the workplace. All while accepting one’s flaws and seeking improvement.
Always practicing, forever reflecting, never perfect.
Practicing, Role Modeling and Sustaining Behavioural Change
While most educational interventions focus on individual biases, several authors
also emphasize the need to consider how implicit bias functions within organizations and institutions, and how sociocultural factors may sustain or inhibit bias
mitigation targeted at an individual level 2,4,5,39,40. In addition, little research thus far
identifies how interventions to reduce implicit bias may produce change. A 2018
review only found two studies of interventions to reduce implicit bias and only one
of the two demonstrated a decrease in implicit biases as measured by the IAT 41.
Moving from role reflection to practice, our work provides insights on how implicit
bias recognition and management curricula may not only initiate but also sustain
change.
Chapter seven highlights how practicing behaviour change is intrinsically related to
the discussion and social reinforcement of practice changes through peers within
inter-professional teams. Role modeling was also related to participants’ perceptions of how practice change was initiated and sustained. While chapter seven noted how role modeling influenced practice change, chapter six illustrated a gap between student and teacher perceptions of how role modeling may be enacted. Residents desperately sought support from faculty mentors to manage biases, yet faculty were not recognizing and managing biases sufficiently for residents to learn from
them. Each chapter touches upon relationships in varying ways. Chapters four, five
and six hint at relationships between teachers and learners, and chapter seven
emphasizes relationships among peers within the workplace, chapter three centers
upon the relationship between health professionals and patients.

Relationships were central to acquiring feedback, reconciling discomfort and reinforcing behaviour change. In chapters four, five and six, we speculated that feedback conversations about bias may have the potential to promote gradual acceptance of one’s biases while working towards managing them. Several studies
highlight that relational dynamics are an important influence on the process of
implicit bias recognition and management. When confronted with feedback about
their biases, participants experienced a discrepancy between their ideal and actual
selves, seeking reconciliation of their compartmentalized personal and professional
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identities. Consistent with other theory-oriented models of facilitating performance
feedback, relationships between teachers and learners can facilitate safe open discussion on biases while coaching for performance change 28.

The power and potential of implicit bias related curricula must be anchored on the
venerated relationship between a health professional and the patient they are seeking to serve. The shame and blame experienced by individuals with mental illness
within healthcare settings is a destructive force with tragic consequences. Seeking
feedback from patients and moving away from disconnection and distrust requires
refocusing our efforts to understand the lived experience of our patients. Gonzalez
et al found that patient perceptions of bias can deteriorate clinical relationships,
but that acknowledging the patient’s perception and the physician’s role in perpetuating bias could restore such relationships 42. Our studies are consistent with this
view. We agree that implicit bias recognition and management curricula should
include instruction on developing skills for health professionals to authentically
engage with patients as partners.
Implicit biases are something that all of us share. When discussing bias there is no
us versus them. Learners who belong to traditionally privileged groups are just as
susceptible to the influence of their hidden biases as those who experience oppression and marginalization. Implicit bias recognition and management therefore advances health professions education research beyond dichotomous thinking and
towards an emphasis on a universal human experience.
Lessons Learned on Methodology
Several studies within this thesis utilize the IAT as a prompt to trigger reflection.
Our use of the IAT provides an example of a novel elicitation method that affords a
unique opportunity for qualitative researchers. Elicitation provides a stimulus for
researchers to gain the desired data from the participant 43. Individual in-depth
interviews provide an opportunity for health care researchers to co-create meaning
through re-enacting perceptions of events and experiences 44. While interviews are
most commonly used as elicitation tools, we began our research with the hypothesis that asking a participant to verbalize their implicit biases through interviewing
alone may prove challenging. While we utilized in-person, semi-structured, indepth interviews, we augmented our methods to employ the IAT. This decision
originated from our desire to stimulate rich and meaningful reflection related to
our area of study.
The IAT is an online exercise that took our participants roughly 10-15 minutes to
complete. The online IAT starts with a disclaimer then instructs users to match
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word-pairs with keyboard strokes to measure the user’s association between different concepts. Our participants took the mental-illness IAT, which measured the
associations between mental illness, physical illness and dangerousness. Response
latencies comprised a numeric score which was aggregated to establish the results.
After matching word-pairs, the user completes a demographic survey and answers
questions related to their attitudes about mental illness. At the end of the test, the
participants received a result on the screen. For example, the result could read “you
demonstrated a moderate association between mental illness and dangerousness.”
Alternatively, results could indicate a mild association between physical illness and
dangerousness or no-difference.
While elicitation techniques described in the literature may be visual or verbal, the
completion of an online exercise and provision of feedback in the form of text on a
computer screen is unique. In general, non-linguistic dimensions of research may
provide an opportunity to access complex areas of expertise and experience and
generate innovative ways of exploring social processes 45. For example, visual elicitation may use photos, drawings or diagrams to stimulate discussion for participants on topics or ideas that are difficult to generate through verbal interviewing
alone 46,47. Case-based elicitation may involve describing a scenario or a brief case
for participants to read and trigger reflection. Other elicitation techniques include
object elicitation 48, video-elicitation 49, card sorting, demonstration or simulations
50. While it contains visual components, the IAT is neither exclusively visual nor
verbal. It is not an object of an individual’s choosing, nor does it provide a description or scenario to explore. The completion of the IAT and delivery of results includes variables that have yet to be described as tools to enhance qualitative research. Therefore, our experience suggests that tools such as the IAT provide an
innovative elicitation mechanism that may be useful for researchers seeking to
generate deeply reflective responses.

Our findings also suggest that the very nature of implicit bias is too complex, dynamic and multilayered to be reduced and constrained by activities and methodologies related to the IAT. The knowledge generated by my research warns against
exclusive coupling of implicit bias education with the IAT. While the test itself is a
useful prompt, this thesis emphasizes that the IAT is only one small piece of a larger, complex and interconnected set of components related to the process of recognizing and managing biases.

In addition to the IAT, we also utilized rich pictures in chapter six. Rich pictures are
a form of visual elicitation arising from systems engineering 51-53. Rich pictures have
been used by health professions education researchers to understand complex
situations 51,52. We found that some participants struggled with the exercise of visual elicitation, while others seized the opportunity to generate visual depictions of
their thoughts, perceptions and experiences. Our experience using rich pictures
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within the specialty context of psychiatrists who practice almost exclusively in a
verbal context, contrasts from the use of rich pictures with procedural specialties
such as surgery. We suggest that rich pictures hold promise for complex or emotionally challenging topics, however, more exploration and analysis of this particular technique related to specialty context is needed to actualize their potential.

The therapeutic nature of the research interview itself is another methodological
tool that improved understanding about facilitating reflective feedback conversations. Our research may well have shaped how participants thought about implicit
bias and how they subsequently responded. Others have described how qualitative
research interviews may contain therapeutic dimensions, and require sensitivity,
arguing that the qualitative research interview should be explicitly acknowledged
as a therapeutic process 54. For example, research interviews require trust, and may
involve a redistribution of power 55. Therefore, researchers are encouraged to build
rapport and allow participants to feel safe and comfortable 56. When investigating
potentially sensitive issues, intense emotions may arise, necessitating an opportunity for feedback and debriefing for participants, along with contacts for support
and mental health . Safety measures to address risk of confidentiality breaches are
also important 57. While there are existing frameworks to guide qualitative researchers regarding sensitive interviewing 58,59, we encourage future research on
how qualitative interviewing may relate to therapeutic qualities such as enhancing
an individual’s sense of self-worth and reconciling tensions.
Lastly, the longitudinal qualitative interviewing strategy in chapter seven also represented a different approach to exploring the influence of bias related curricular
interventions. Longitudinal qualitative research provides an opportunity to explore
change over a period of time with the same group of participants 60. Our longitudinal interviews were conducted with reflexivity in mind as we asked a nurse researcher to conduct nursing interviews and a physician to conduct physician interviews. This was due to our attention to the relational awareness necessary to explore the experiences of participants over time 61. Upon reflection, the choice was
useful yet could be expanded for future research. We propose that longitudinal
interviewing is a useful strategy to explore the influence of bias awareness on individuals and learning environments.
Strengths and Limitations
Existing research on implicit bias comes from a variety of sources, traditions and
epistemological orientations. While the social psychology research that brought
implicit bias into mainstream discussion traditionally adheres to positivist and
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post-positivist positions, the topic has been taken up by diverse research traditions,
disciplines and individuals from several professional backgrounds. The fragmented
literature on how implicit bias relates to health care and education is also varied.
Most authors describe the issue, many seek to measure implicit bias and others to
understand how it influences and perpetuates inequity. Teaching and learning
about bias is therefore a relatively new and uncharted territory.

At the outset of this work, I made a deliberate decision to contain my research within the context of implicit biases towards individuals with mental illness within
acute healthcare environments. This setting is unique compared to most research
on implicit bias and health professions. Most of the theory and discourse relating to
implicit bias is described in the literature in relation to racism or gender. These
visible and easily identified categorizations are distinct from mental illness stigma
which can be less evident through visual cues. Nonetheless, my research began with
the exploratory study described in chapter three that established initial theory that
informed the work of the following chapters. The tone and tenor of these chapters
shifted from “stigma” to “bias” to emphasize how my research has implications for
how health professions educators could advance pedagogy related to all types of
inequities, biases or discrimination within health care. This decision may be perceived as both a strength and limitation. In this discussion, we argue that the scope
of implicit bias recognition and management curricula should be broadened, but
would also caution that more context-specific variation should be considered
through future research. Not only would research on different types of bias be important, but also within different health service settings such as ambulatory or
long-term care.

Research methods relied almost exclusively on semi-structured interview data,
augmented in chapter six with visual methods. While interviews alone may be insufficient to draw hidden and deeply held biases into conscious awareness, the use
of the IAT as an elicitation tool was an important component of our approach. The
IAT has been subject to robust critique from several epistemological perspectives.
Indeed, peer reviewers for chapter seven engaged in vigorous debate on the topic.
Some reviewers of the published chapters challenged the idea that verbal reports of
cognitive processes or implicit biases could be utilized as data. This perspective, we
believe, was rooted in positivist and post-positivist stances that emphasized the
need for psychometrics and other tools to sufficiently measure concepts such as
implicit bias. Other reviewers agreed with us that our efforts to promote bias
awareness were related to fostering critical reflection. This group emphasized that
research questions have evolved within health professions education research,
leading to tensions and turbulence.
We explained in our response to reviewers that our work was framed within constructivist grounded theory, in relation to workplace learning theories and con146
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sistent with transformative learning paradigms. We wrote in our response to reviewers,

“We did not intend to infer the implicit biases of our participants…We agree
with your assertion that verbal probing will not sufficiently foster awareness
of implicit biases, however… We were indeed engaging with the promotion of
critical reflexivity with implicit bias recognition as an educational strategy.
Our study was conducted as an open exploration of the workplace environment over the longitudinal course of 12 months with these influences in
mind.”

The ensuing discussion suggested that the IAT itself may represent an artefact that
provoked contested ownership. Most research involving the IAT has fallen within
positivist and post-positivist approaches. This body of work pushes against the
boundaries of IAT use and the resulting disruption may represent an opportunity to
extend thinking about the nature of implicit bias and its implications for education
and health.

It is therefore important to declare that my epistemological stance is consistent
with interpretive and constructivist paradigms. We argue for the use of the IAT as a
prompt to facilitate discussion and reflection and not as a metric of an individual’s
bias. In accordance with constructivist grounded theory, my research questions
reflected a desire to explore, understand and build theory, not to measure, define or
evaluate. The integrated theory depicted in Figure 1 above, represents the synthesis
of the knowledge produced through an iterative process of constant comparison,
analysis, interpretation and re-exploration.
Future Research and Implications

The observation that led to this research was one related to the stigma of mental
illness. I was struck that despite decades of research on public and educational
interventions to reduce stigma, misconceptions about mental illness and people
with mental illness continue to persist 62. Due to being stereotyped, labeled and
discriminated against, individuals suffering with mental illness are less likely to
seek help and often internalize negative attitudes towards themselves, leading to
negative outcomes 63,64. Implicit stigma is increasingly studied, yet poorly understood. Therefore, the implications of this thesis include a model for stigmareduction education that is unique, innovative and merits further research and
evaluation.
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While the stigma of mental illness is a form of invisible bias, I propose that the lessons from this thesis may be transferred and applied to the process of implicit bias
recognition and management. As I sought to understand teaching and learning
about implicit bias to inform curricular interventions for health professionals, the
products of this work inform an integrated theory of implicit bias recognition and
management that may be replicated or adapted across contexts and settings to
mitigate the negative impact of bias and promote equity for a variety of underserved and marginalized patient groups.
At the time of writing, popular media was fascinated with a story about two young
Black men who were arrested and forcibly removed from a Starbucks Coffee store
in Philadelphia, U.S.A. The men were waiting quietly for an acquaintance and a viral
video of their arrest was shared widely, highlighting racial biases at work. In response, Starbucks Coffee Company announced it would close stores in North America for an afternoon of implicit bias training. I wrote a piece in the popular media
that achieved wide reach and led to media interviews and coverage across Canada.
As a developing researcher, it suddenly became clear that my nascent program of
research would have implications beyond what I had expected.

Research on implicit bias also advances our understanding regarding the conditions
when disruption can prove useful for health professionals. Therefore, this research
opens a window to better understand how individuals and learning environments
respond to disruptions and adapt their role. Whether in the realm of feedback or in
relation to curriculum development, existing educational paradigms and instructional strategies often limit the potential for continuous and adaptive learning for
individuals necessary to respond to complex, rapid and unpredictable change 65. As
result, health professions education research that pushes boundaries and challenges tradition is often difficult to pursue. It is my sincere hope that my research encourages researchers and educators to dance with their discomfort.
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Implicit bias refers to unconscious assumptions, attitudes, beliefs that influence
health professionals without their conscious awareness and despite their best intentions. Educating health professionals to recognize and manage their biases may
provide a strategy to improve equity for underserved and marginalized populations; however, research into implicit bias recognition and management for health
professionals is a nascent area of inquiry. This thesis seeks to develop a deeper
understanding of the process of implicit bias recognition and management.

Chapter 1 introduces the concept of implicit bias, highlighting the complexity of implicit compared to explicit biases. For example, implicit biases may be
useful, yet they may also be harmful when they perpetuate disparities between
different populations. Existing educational strategies to recognize and manage bias
involve processes of promoting awareness, reflection and fostering behavioural
change. Despite their potential, such strategies are theoretically underdeveloped
and underexplored within health professions educational literature. This chapter
introduces the studies within this thesis, including key research questions: (1) How
do patients and health professions perceive the influence of implicit bias? (2) How
do health professionals perceive the influence of an intervention that promotes
awareness of their implicit biases, and (3) How do individuals and learning environments influence each other over time in dealing with this awareness? Implicit
biases towards individual with mental illness are the setting in which the studies of
this thesis are conducted. This chapter also describes how the implicit association
test, an online metric of response latency, is utilized as a methodological tool to
elicit reflection on implicit biases related to mental illness.

Chapter 2 outlines a potential framework for integrating implicit bias
recognition and management into health professions education. The framework
distills current research and experience into a six key features: creating a safe and
nonthreatening learning context, increasing knowledge about the science of implicit bias, emphasizing how implicit bias influences behaviors and patient outcomes,
increasing self-awareness of existing implicit biases, improving conscious efforts to
overcome implicit bias, and enhancing awareness of how implicit bias influences
others. The chapter offers actionable steps for curriculum designers, including
potential approaches to evaluation and assessment. The chapter concludes by suggesting that any educational interventions to promote implicit bias awareness
should consider power dynamics and the sociocultural context in which such dynamics occur.

Chapter 3 describes an exploratory study within the context of a paediatric
emergency department. Using constructivist grounded theory, semi-structured
interviews with physician, nurse, patient, caregiver and administrative staff participants were conducted to better understand the process of implicit bias towards
individuals with mental illness. The study found that several forces contribute to
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implicit labeling of patients with mental illness as time-consuming, unpredictable
and/or unfixable, leading to unintentional avoidance behaviour from staff, which in
turn is are perceived as judgmental and prejudicial by patients and caregivers. Participants also suggested that education that promotes empathy and engagement
may be useful to reduce the influence of implicit bias. These findings emphasize
how educational interventions to reduce the adverse impact of implicit bias should
consider socio-cultural contexts and facilitate positive emotions in health professionals.

Chapter 4 sought to understand how health professionals respond to
feedback about their biases. This chapter explores the experience of health professionals who take the implicit association test, an online metric of response time that
provides them with a metric of the degree of implicit bias they hold towards patients with mental or physical illness. There was a range of emotional reactions
among participants who completed the implicit association test, prompting the
need to seek a better understanding of how health professionals perceive the experience of taking the test and receiving their results. This study involved semistructured interviews with pediatric physicians and nurses. Participants described
tensions between how having implicit biases reflected or contradicted their idealized and actual personal and professional identities. They accepted their biases
while justifying them, and acknowledged a desire to change their biases while accepting that such change is difficult. These findings suggest that once implicit biases
are brought into conscious awareness for learners, the resulting tension may be
managed through reflection informed by actual and aspirational aspects of an individual’s identity.
Chapter 5 delves further into how feedback about one’s implicit biases
towards individuals with mental illness (revealed through the implicit association
test) may influence a group who were particularly susceptible to identity-threat.
Through semi-structured interviews with psychiatric residents, physicians and
nurses, this study found that participants described the experience of receiving
feedback about their implicit biases as positive or neutral, despite critiquing the
feedback source and questioning the credibility of the implicit association test.
These findings highlight a feedback paradox, suggesting that feedback about the self
may be more useful than previously considered. Therefore, a better understanding
of how identity influences the process of implicit bias recognition and management
is needed.
Chapter 6 examines the relationship between identity and the process of
implicit bias recognition and management. Utilizing constructivist grounded theory,
10 faculty and 11 psychiatric residents completed the implicit association test and
were asked to draw a rich picture to describe their experiences. Similar to chapter
4, participants acknowledged vulnerabilities which provoked tension between their
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personal and professional identities. They suggested that recognizing and managing biases involves a process described as striving for the ideal while accepting the
actual. Relational dynamics were described as influencing the process, however,
residents and faculty viewed the role of relationships differently. While faculty
identify their struggles, and see themselves as role models, learners saw unrealized
potential in their faculty mentors to provide guidance on managing biases.

Chapter 7 returns to the setting of the emergency department, originally
explored in chapter 3. This chapter shifts inquiry through a longitudinal qualitative
case study of the learning environment after an intervention was conducted to
bring implicit biases into conscious awareness. Results suggest that implicit bias
recognition provokes dissonance and disruption among both individuals and learning environments, leading to critical reflection and perceived behavioral changes
which further influenced the perception of structural changes within the learning
environment itself. Discussion, dialogue and role-modeling within teams appeared
to facilitate the process. These findings suggest a model for understanding how
individual learners adaptively reinvent their role through the process of recognizing and managing implicit biases.

Chapter 8 integrates the line of inquiry in the preceding chapters by proposing an integrated theory of implicit bias recognition and management. The findings within this thesis culminate with the question, how do we break bias without
breaking ourselves? This concluding chapter suggests that recognizing and managing implicit biases involves an iterative process of feedback seeking, role reflection,
goal setting and role modeling behavior change. The process balances striving for
ideals while accepting shortcomings and cannot be achieved by individuals alone.
Implicit bias recognition and management is positioned as a unique form of learning that struggles to fit within existing paradigms of cultural competence education.
This chapter also describes the limitations and affordances of chosen methodology,
including insights about the use of the implicit association test as an elicitation
prompt. Future research that explores how individuals and learning environments
respond to complex, rapid and unpredictable change may facilitate a better understanding of how to recognize, address and respond to the influence of implicit biases on the health of underserved and marginalized populations.
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Impliciete vooroordelen zijn onbewuste aannames, attitudes en
overtuigingen die invloed uitoefenen op zorgprofessionals zonder dat zij
zich daarvan bewust zijn en ondanks de beste bedoelingen. Het trainen van
zorgprofessionals in het herkennen en beheersen van hun vooroordelen
kan een strategie zijn om de gelijkheid te bevorderen van
gemarginaliseerde bevolkingsgroepen die onvoldoende zorg ontvangen. Het
onderzoek naar herkenning en beheersing van impliciete vooroordelen
door zorgprofessionals staat echter nog in de kinderschoenen. Dit
proefschrift beoogt een beter begrip te krijgen van het proces van
herkennen en beheersen van impliciete vooroordelen.

Hoofdstuk 1 introduceert het begrip ‘impliciete vooroordelen’
(‘implicit bias’) en laat zien hoeveel complexer impliciete vooroordelen zijn
dan expliciete vooroordelen. Impliciete vooroordelen kunnen bijvoorbeeld
nuttig zijn, maar ze kunnen ook schadelijk zijn wanneer ze de ongelijkheid
tussen bevolkingsgroepen bestendigen. Bestaande opleidingsstrategieën
voor het herkennen en beheersen van vooroordelen maken gebruik van
processen om bewustwording, reflectie en gedragsverandering te
bevorderen. Ondanks hun potentieel, is de theoretische onderbouwing van
dergelijke strategieën zwak, en krijgen ze onvoldoende aandacht in
handboeken gebruikt in medische opleidingen. Dit hoofdstuk introduceert
de onderzoeken die in dit proefschrift beschreven worden en hun
onderzoeksvragen: (1) Wat vinden patiënten en zorgprofessionals van de
invloed van impliciete vooroordelen? (2) Wat vinden zorgprofessionals van
de invloed van een interventie die het bewustzijn van hun impliciete
vooroordelen stimuleert? (3) Hoe beïnvloeden individuen en
leeromgevingen elkaar in het omgaan met dit bewustzijn? Impliciete
vooroordelen over individuen met een psychische stoornis zijn het
onderwerp van de in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoeken. Verder
beschrijft dit hoofdstuk hoe de impliciete associatietest – een online
instrument dat de tijd meet die een proefpersoon nodig heeft om een vraag
te beantwoorden – gebruikt wordt om reflectie over impliciete
vooroordelen met betrekking tot geestesziekten te stimuleren.

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft een mogelijk raamwerk voor het integreren
van herkenning en beheersing van impliciete vooroordelen in het onderwijs
aan zorgprofessionals. Het raamwerk vat de bestaande kennis uit
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onderzoek en praktijk samen in zes belangrijke kenmerken: creëren van
een veilige en niet-bedreigende leeromgeving, vergroten van
wetenschappelijke kennis over impliciete vooroordelen, benadrukken hoe
impliciete vooroordelen gedrag en behandelresultaten beïnvloeden,
overdragen van kennis over impliciete vooroordelen, verbeteren van
bewuste pogingen om impliciete vooroordelen te ondervangen, en
stimuleren van bewustzijn van de manier waarop impliciete vooroordelen
anderen beïnvloeden. Dit hoofdstuk biedt concrete stappen voor
curriculumontwerpers, bijvoorbeeld een aanpak voor evaluatie en
beoordeling, en eindigt met de suggestie dat iedere onderwijsinterventie
gericht op het bevorderen van het bewustzijn van impliciete vooroordelen
rekening moet houden met machtsverhoudingen en de socioculturele
context waarin deze machtsverhoudingen zich voordoen.

Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft een exploratief onderzoek uitgevoerd in een
kinderspoedpoli. Op basis van de Constructivist Grounded Theory werden
halfgestructureerde interviews geconstrueerd en daarna afgenomen bij
artsen, verpleegkundigen, patiënten, verzorgers en administratief
medewerkers om een beter begrip te krijgen van de manier waarop
impliciete vooroordelen over mensen met een psychische stoornis werken.
Uit de resultaten blijkt dat diverse factoren ertoe bijdragen dat patiënten
met een psychische stoornis impliciet gelabeld worden als tijdrovend,
onvoorspelbaar en/of ongeneeslijk. Dit leidt tot onbedoeld
vermijdingsgedrag van stafleden, dat op zijn beurt weer gezien wordt als
aanmatigend en bevooroordeeld door patiënten en hun verzorgers. De
deelnemers gaven ook aan dat onderwijs dat empathie en engagement
stimuleert, nuttig kan zijn om de invloed van impliciete vooroordelen terug
te dringen. Deze resultaten geven aan hoe belangrijk het is dat
onderwijsinterventies die bedoeld zijn om de negatieve invloed van
impliciete vooroordelen te verminderen, rekening houden met de
socioculturele context en positieve gevoelens moeten stimuleren in
zorgprofessionals.

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt onderzocht hoe zorgprofessionals reageren
op feedback over hun vooroordelen, en beschrijft de ervaring van
zorgprofessionals die de impliciete associatietest – een online instrument
voor het meten van iemands reactietijd – gedaan hebben. De test laat zien in
welke mate zij impliciete vooroordelen hebben over patiënten met
psychische of lichamelijke ziekten. De deelnemers bleken een scala aan
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emotionele reacties te vertonen, wat erop duidt dat er behoefte is aan een
beter begrip van de manier waarop zorgprofessionals de test en hun
resultaten ervaren. Dit onderzoek omvatte halfgestructureerde interviews
met kinderartsen en verpleegkundigen. De deelnemers beschreven de
spanning die zij voelden tussen de manier waarop hun impliciete
vooroordelen hun ideale en feitelijke persoonlijke en professionele
identiteit weerspiegelden of daarmee in tegenspraak waren. Ze
accepteerden hun vooroordelen en tegelijk rechtvaardigden ze deze, en
spraken de wens uit om hun vooroordelen te veranderen. Ze zagen ook in
dat een dergelijke verandering moeilijk is. Deze resultaten geven aan dat
wanneer leerders zich bewust worden van hun impliciete vooroordelen, de
spanning die dit oplevert in de hand kan worden gehouden door reflectie op
basis van feitelijke en gewenste aspecten van hun identiteit.
Hoofdstuk 5 gaat nader in op de manier waarop feedback over iemands impliciete vooroordelen over geesteszieke mensen (zoals geïdentificeerd door de impliciete associatietest) een groep kunnen beïnvloeden die
bijzonder vatbaar is voor identiteitsbedreiging. Uit halfgestructureerde
interviews met psychiatrische arts-assistenten, artsen en verpleegkundigen
bleek dat de deelnemers het krijgen van feedback over hun impliciete
vooroordelen beoordelen als positief of neutraal, ook al hadden ze kritiek
op de bron van de feedback en zetten ze vraagtekens bij de
geloofwaardigheid van de impliciete associatietest. Deze resultaten wijzen
op een feedbackparadox en suggereren dat feedback over het zelf nuttiger
kan zijn dan voorheen gedacht werd. Een beter begrip van de manier
waarop iemands identiteit het herkennen en beheersen van impliciete
vooroordelen beïnvloedt is daarom noodzakelijk.

Hoofdstuk 6 gaat in op de relatie tussen identiteit en de manier
waarop men impliciete vooroordelen kan herkennen en beheersen. Op basis
van de Constructivist Grounded Theory werd de impliciete associatietest
afgenomen bij tien artsen en elf arts-assistenten psychiatrie, die tevens een
gedetailleerd beeld schetsten van hun ervaringen. Net als bij de studie
beschreven in hoofdstuk 4, gaven de deelnemers aan dat ze zich kwetsbaar
voelden en daardoor een spanning ondervonden tussen hun persoonlijke en
hun professionele identiteit. Ze stelden dat het herkennen en beheersen van
vooroordelen een proces is waarin ze streven naar een ideaal en
tegelijkertijd de realiteit accepteren. Hoewel ze beschreven dat
relatiedynamieken dit proces beïnvloeden, hadden stafleden en arts160
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assistenten een andere opvatting over de rol van relaties. Terwijl de
stafleden hun worsteling onderkenden en zichzelf zagen als rolmodellen,
meenden de studenten dat hun opleiders hen beter zouden kunnen
begeleiden bij het beheersen van hun vooroordelen.

Hoofdstuk 7 gaat opnieuw over de spoedpoli die al eerder aan bod
kwam in hoofdstuk 3, en bespreekt een longitudinale kwalitatieve
casestudy van de leeromgeving nadat een interventie was ondernomen om
de deelnemers bewust te maken van hun impliciete vooroordelen. De
resultaten geven aan dat het herkennen van impliciete vooroordelen leidt
tot dissonantie en ontregeling in zowel individuen als leeromgevingen. Dit
leidde tot kritische reflectie en waargenomen gedragsverandering die de
perceptie van structurele veranderingen binnen de leeromgeving verder
beïnvloeden. Discussie, dialoog en rolmodellen binnen teams bleken dit
proces te versnellen. Deze resultaten duiden op een model voor het
begrijpen van de manier waarop leerders op adaptieve wijze hun rol
opnieuw definiëren door het herkennen en beheersen van impliciete
vooroordelen.

In hoofdstuk 8 worden de resultaten uit de voorgaande hoofdstukken samengevat en wordt een integrale theorie geformuleerd voor het herkennen en beheersen van impliciete vooroordelen. Uiteindelijk mondt dit
uit in de vraag “Hoe kunnen we vooroordelen tenietdoen zonder onszelf te
kort te doen?” Dit afsluitende hoofdstuk maakt duidelijk dat het herkennen
en beheersen van impliciete vooroordelen een iteratief proces is van
feedback vragen, rolreflectie, doelbepaling en gedragsverandering binnen
rolmodellen. In dit proces tracht men idealen te verwezenlijken en tegelijk
zijn tekortkomingen te accepteren. Dit kan niet alleen door individuen
verwezenlijkt worden. Herkennen en beheersen van impliciete
vooroordelen wordt neergezet als een unieke manier van leren die zich een
plaats tracht te verwerven in de bestaande paradigma’s van
studieprogramma’s die opleiden tot culturele competentie. Dit hoofdstuk
beschrijft ook de beperkingen en mogelijkheden van de gekozen
methodologie en inzichten in het gebruik van de impliciete associatietest
om reacties uit te lokken. Nader onderzoek naar de manier waarop
individuen en leeromgevingen reageren op complexe, snelle en
onvoorspelbare veranderingen kan een beter begrip opleveren van
manieren om de invloed te herkennen van impliciete vooroordelen op de
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gezondheid van gemarginaliseerde bevolkingsgroepen die onvoldoende
zorg ontvangen en hierop in te spelen.
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Social and Economic Relevance
Accreditation standards and legal, regulatory and policy requirements in countries
such as the United States and Canada now require organizations and groups to
address inequalities related to gender, race, sexual minorities and immigrant/newcomers in the workplace. Over the past several decades, diversity training has become increasingly commonplace1, as paradigms shift and traditional cultural competence programs lose their relevance2.
In recent years, an increasing number of organizations are seeking to address the
issue of implicit bias. In the Spring of 2018, Starbucks Coffee Company announced it
would be closing its stores for mandatory implicit bias training for its employees.
During this time, the topic of implicit bias had entered mainstream dialogue including the popular media. During the heightened period of coverage, I wrote a newspaper article entitled, “Starbucks and the Impact of Implicit Bias Training,” that was
shared widely through several popular media outlets including the Canadian National Newspaper, The National Post. I was also interviewed by radio stations
across Canada including a national radio show called, “The Current,” as well as Canadian Broadcasting Corporation Radio programs in London Ontario, Toronto Ontario, Cape Breton Nova Scotia, Thunder Bay Ontario, Winnipeg Manitoba, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan Edmonton Alberta, Calgary Alberta, and Kamloops British Columbia.
Earlier this year, I was sought for my expertise in implicit bias education to participate in the governance board of the local police service in London, Ontario, Canada.
This opportunity emphasizes the importance of implicit bias training in the police
services sector, and provides an example of the broad social and economic relevance of my research.

Overall, the findings from this thesis may be used to improve diversity training
programs across sectors and contexts. The integrated theory of implicit bias recognition and management described in chapter 8 provides guidance to curriculum
developers and consulting companies on important components of implicit bias
training.
Target Groups

While this thesis is relevant in several different settings outside of health professions educators, there are several target groups that may be interested in the products of this work such as diversity professionals and mental illness stigma researchers. Diversity professionals include consulting agencies and corporate training companies which seek to address issues related to diversity and inclusion, while
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mental illness stigma researchers focus on promoting and evaluating initiative to
reduce stigmatizing attitudes towards individuals with mental illness.
Innovation

Previous research on implicit bias recognition and management describes how to
facilitate a process of recognizing and managing implicit biases that may perpetuate
disparities. The findings of this thesis are innovative because they introduce the
dilemma: how do we break bias without breaking ourselves? We suggest that merely teaching and learning about the topic of implicit bias is not enough to address the
issue of implicit biases and how they adversely influence equity. Our research emphasizes that when teaching and learning about implicit bias, personal and professional intertwine. We propose that addressing implicit bias involves deeply emotional, personal and vulnerable processes for learners. These findings are important to faculty developers as well as educators across the health professions
education continuum.

Our work suggests that within a health professions context, integrating implicit bias
recognition and management curricula into existing diversity curricula must address the unintended consequences of learner wellness. As we argue in chapter 4,
health professionals often view exhibiting bias and demonstrating stereotyping as
antithetical to the values that comprise the “idealized” health professional3-4. If
educational programs encourage health professionals to become aware of their
biases, chapter 7 emphasizes that frustration and confusion accompany such newfound awareness. The resulting self-doubt and emotional reactions described by
our participants underscores the importance of role-modeling vulnerability and
ensuring a safe learning environment.
Activities and Products

The work of this thesis has been applied and translated into an implicit bias recognition and management curriculum. The learning materials in the curriculum include brief lectures as well as a 4-hour-workshop. Various aspects of the curriculum have been delivered locally throughout London Health Sciences Centre, in London, Ontario Canada, as well as National and Internationally. There have been requests from the Mental Health Commission of Canada to consider the applicability
of this work towards national initiatives on reducing mental illness stigma. Additionally, London Health Sciences Centre has embedded training materials into corporate nursing orientation, demonstrating a sustainable impact of this work on
organizational learning. Requests have come in from other settings including adult
medicine and addictions services to adapt this curriculum for use in relation to
addictions stigma.
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In June 2018, funding was secured from Associated Medical Services Foundation to
adapt the curriculum into the digital realm. In collaboration with a local organization
(mindyourmind.ca) with expertise in digital initiatives to improve youth mental
health, the findings from my research is informing the design of online modules for
youth with lived experience of mental illness and for health professions students to
reduce the adverse impact of mental illness stigma, and improve patient outcomes.
Additional Knowledge Dissemination Activities

Invited Lectures
I have been invited to lecture on the products of this thesis at Central Michigan
University in Michigan, U.S.A. I have also spoken at Ben-Gurion University in
Beersheva Israel, at the Health Equity Forum at Georgetown University in
Washington, D.C., and was an invited speaker on the topic of implicit bias and
wellness at the National Academy of Medicine.
National and International Presentations
Workshops and oral presentations have included the Research Symposium of the
Arnold P. Gold Foundation, Canadian Conference on Medical Education, and
Canadian Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, Rogano Meeting and
Association for Medical Education in Europe Conference. Several presentations
have also taken place through the Association of American Medical Conferences
including several at Annual Meetings (2015, 2016) and at Professional
Development Conferences (2016, 2017, 2018).

Local Presentations
Locally, I have presented several times at scientific meetings within London,
Ontario. For example, at the Centre for Education Research and Innovation Annual
Symposium at Western University in 2016 and 2017. Also at the Schulich School of
Medicine and Dentistry annual Distributed Education Conference, and Department
of Psychiatry Division of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry Research Conference,
where our poster won the prize for “Best Poster” in 2017.
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